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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS
COUNTY
6698 68th Avenue North, Suite A 0 Pinellas Park, FL 33781-5060
(727) 547-5600 0 FAX (727) 547-5610
An Equal Opportunity Employer

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, ACSW

DATE:

January 7, 1999

RE:

Board Meeting- January 14, 1999

~

Our next regular Board meeting will be held on Thursday,
January 14, beginning at 9:00 a.m. Enclosed are the minutes of
our December 10 workshop and meeting, along with the agenda
and meeting materials for the January meeting for your review.
We will be calling to confirm attendance, and look forward to
seeing you next Thursday.

JEM/tmg
Enclosures

\
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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
6698 68th Avenue North. Suite A 0 Pinellas Park. FL 33781-5060
(727) 547-5600 0 FAX (727) 547-5610
An Equal Opportunfty Employer

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY

Regular Meeting of January 14, 1999

\

9:00A.M.
AGENDA

I.

II.

;RECOGNITION OF FORMER BOARD MEMBERS
) Frank Diamond, Jr., M.D. and Mr. Thomas Moriarty

..._....

Ill.

ACTION-CONSENT ITEMS
A. B.E.S.T. Initiatives
B. Revision of General Condition #11 in the JWB Contract
C. Inventory Reduction-_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......:;;:.:=-:::.::::=:=~--...:.--D. Pinellas Early Childhood Collaborative

IV.

ACTION ITEM
A. Greater Ridgecrest Proposal

V.

Policy Discussion:
Funding Government Agencies Which Have Taxing Authority

VI.

INFORMATION ITEMS
A. Information & ReferraiNolunteer Action Center Update (To Be Distributed) B. Personnel Practices Information (To Be Distributed)
C. Healthy Kids Monitoring Report
D. Healthy Families Evaluation
E. Low Birth Weight Study
F. Alpha Leadership Program
G. Eckerd Rainbow Project
H. Middle School Aged Summer Scholarship Program
I. Financial Report for December (To Be Distributed)
J. Personnel Report for December
K. Site Visit Schedule and Summaries
L. Training Center Report
M. Media Items

VII.

OPEN AGENDA
The Juvenile Welfare Board welcomes input from Pinellas County citizens. Requests f r special
funding are not appropriate during the Open Agenda portion of the Board meeting.·

v.

ADJOURNMENT
UPCOMING DATES: February 11, 1999-9:00 a.m. - Regular Board Meeting
I

MYRTLE SMITH-CARROLL, Chair

JAMES E. MILLS, ACSW, Executive Director

f
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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
Regular Meeting of December 10, 1998
MINUTES

I

Present:

Myrtle Smith-Carroll, Chairperson; Jeanne Malchon, Secretary;
Commissioner Calvin Harris; Dr. J. Howard Hinesley; Judge Walt Logan;
Norma Rienhardt; Terry Smilijanich, Board Counsel, James E. Mills,
Executive Director; and Teddi Gates, Executive Assistant.

Absent:

Donna McRae, Vice Chairperson; Martha Maddux, Judge Peter Ramsberger

Ms. Smith-Carroll called the meeting to order at 10:23 a.m.
APPROVAL OF AGENDA AND MINUTES

Mr. Mills noted that the agenda item "Recognition of Former Board Members" will be
deferred to the January meeting.
A MOTION WAS MADE BY DR. HINESLEY AND SECONDED BY JUDGE LOGAN TO
APPROVE THE AGENDA OF THE DECEMBER 10 MEETING, AS AMENDED. THE
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.
A MOTION WAS MADE BY DR. HINESLEY AND SECONDED BY JUDGE LOGAN TO
APPROVE THE MINUTES OF THE NOVMEBER 12 WORKSHOP ON COMMUNITY
MOBILIZATION AS DISTRIBUTED. THE MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.
A MOTION WAS MADE BY DR. HINESLEY AND SECONDED BY COMMISSIONER
HARRIS TO APPROVE THE MINUTES OF THE NOVMEBER 12 REGULAR MEETING
AS DISTRIBUTED. THE MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.

Dr. Hinesley thanked members of the Executive Committee for their work on the issues
discussed at their November 30, 1998 meeting and expressed the Board's appreciation for
the outcome which resulted.
A MOTION WAS MADE BY DR. HINESLEY AND SECONDED BY MS.
RIENHARDT TO RATIFY THE ACTION TAKEN BY A UNANIMOUS VOTE OF
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE ON NOVEMBER 30, 1998. THE MOTION
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.
ACTION-CONSENT ITEMS
Mr. Mills noted that action-consent on item 111-B "Revision of General Condition #1 1 in the
JWB Contract" was not needed at this time. Dr. Hinesley then moved
TO REMOVE ITEM 111-B FROM THE DECEMBER 10,1998 AGENDA.
The motion was seconded and passed unanimously.

DR. HINESLEY MOVED THAT THE BOARD APPROVE ALLOCATING UP TO
$5,000.00 TO THE PACE CENTER FOR GIRLS, INC. TO SUPPORT THE GIRL'S
INITIATIVE SUMMIT, "GIRLS DAY OUT" ON JANUARY 30, 1999, AT TROPICANA
FIELD, ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA. THE MOTION WAS SECONDED BY
COMMISSIONER HARRIS AND PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.
This action will decrease the Community Development fund from $50,000 to $45,000.

ACTION ITEMS

A. Neighborhood Family Center Outcome Study Request for Proposal
Following a summary of the request by Ms. Judith Simpson ,
JUDGE LOGAN MOVED THAT THE BOARD AUTHORIZE THE RELEASE OF A
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS FOR A TWO-YEAR PROJECT TITLED
"NEIGHBORHOOD FAMILY CENTER OUTCOME STUDY: PLANNING AND
IMPLEMENTATION." THE MAXIMUM AWARD TO BE GRANTED PURSUANT
TO THIS RFP IS $40,000 IN FISCAL YEAR 1998-99 AND $40,000 IN FISCAL
YEAR 1999-2000. DR. HINESLEY SECONDED THE MOTION.
Following discussion, the motion passed unanimously. The fiscal impact of this
action will reduce the 1998-99 Research and Development Unallocated Fund from
$162,010 to $122,010. $40,000 will be included in the 1999-2000 Research &
Development Allocated budget for this project.
B.

Community Change for Youth Development 1998 Plan and Budget
Following a summary of the request by Mr. Bufus Gammons,
COMMISSIONER HARRIS MOVED TO:
1. RATIFY THE COMMUNITY CHANGE FOR YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PLAN
AND BUDGET.
2. AUTHORIZE STAFF TO RENEW AN AGREEMENT WITH PUBLIC/PRIVATE
VENTURES, INC. TO SUPPORT THE COMMUNITY CHANGE FOR YOUTH
DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE IN THE CHILDS PARK NEIGHBORHOOD IN ST.
PETERSBURG.
3. EXTEND THE CURRENT AGREEMENT FOR SIXTY DAYS WITH THE CHILDS
PARK YOUTH INITIATIVE COUNCIL FOR THE COMMUNITY CHANGE FOR
YOUTH DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE.
4. AUTHORIZE STAFF TO IMPLEMENT A COOPERATIVE SERVICES
AGREEMENT BETWEEN CHILDS PARK YOUTH INITIATIVE COUNCIL, JWB
AND THE CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG.
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THE MOTION WAS SECONDED BY DR. HINESLEY AND PASSED
UNANIMOUSLY.
Mr. Mills noted that this project continues as a part of a national program involving Austin,
Texas and Savannah, Georgia as primary research sites.

C.

Legislative Agenda/Lobby Contract

Mr. Mills introduced Attorney Thomas Sheehan, who has worked with JWB and CSC of West
Palm Beach to keep staff up to date on legislative matters of interest for the last year. Mr.
Sheehan reviewed some of the issues he continues to follow on behalf of the two agencies.
Ms. Smith-Carroll asked about progress being made on the issue of privatization of foster care;
Mr. Sheehan said he will make this a priority for the upcoming year. Mr. Mills noted that there
are some major unresolved issues regarding privatization which have resulted in delays in
development of a contract with the lead agency, Devereaux Florida treatment Network. The
State has essentially issued an unfunded mandate for privatization of foster care. Following
·
a summary by Mr. Jim Mills,
COMMISSIONER HARRIS MOVED TO AUTHORIZE THE CHAIRMAN OF THE
BOARD AND THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR TO CONTRACT WITH THE FIRM OF
MOYLE, FLANIGAN, KATZ, KOUNS, RAYMOND AND SHEEHAN, P.A. FOR
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES FOR THE 1999 LEGISLATIVE SESSION IN AN AMOUNT
NOT TO EXCEED $30,000.00 AND TO ADOPT THE PROPOSED 1999
LEGISLATIVE AGENDA. THE MOTION WAS SECONDED BY DR. HINESLEY AND
PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.

c
D.

c

Equipment and Renovation Funding Requests

Ms. Lynn Hildebrand reviewed the names of staff involved in the process. Ms. Smith-Carroll
asked how the agencies recommended for funding were chosen. Ms. Hildebrand noted that
guidelines for funding had been included in the Request for Proposals, and included how the
program would be impacted, the number of people in the community served, etc., noting that
the process is open to any community organization and funds are awarded on a competitive
basis. Dr. Hinesley suggested that we might want to make taxing agencies ineligible to
participate, and have the process open only to non-profit agencies. Ms. Smith-Carroll noted
that we do have cooperative programs with different municipalities and we do fund some city
programs that involve youth. Dr. Hinesley said that, as a policy issue, it would make more
sense to ask some agencies to look for dollars needed elsewhere. Judge Logan said that
funding for taxing agencies would be appropriate if they are working collaboratively with JWB.
Ms. Malchon agreed that the only taxing agencies which should be funded are those with
whom we have joint programs. Mr. Mills said that the Strategic Plan calls for us to find new
partners and to do more youth development, which invites more of these requests. The policy
was first defined when JWB used to receive requests for funding for more direct types of
service, but with the development focus of the Strategic Plan, new guidelines are needed.
Following discussion,
DR. HINESLEY MOVED THAT THE BOARD APPROVE THE 46 RECOMMENDED
EQUIPMENT AND RENOVATION FUNDING REQUESTS IN THE AMOUNT UP TO
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$232,796.-fRR THE PERIOD FROM DECEMBER 10,1998 THROUGH SEPTEMBER
30, 19~~ND THE TRANSFER OF $32,796 FROM TRANSITIONAL UNALLOCATED
FUNDS TO THE EQUIPMENT AND RENOVATION FUND. JUDGE LOGAN
SECONDED THE MOTION AND IT PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.
Dr. Hinesley asked that it be noted that this motion was passed with the understanding that
the policy and process will be changed for future equipment and funding RFPs. Judge Logan
seconded this proviso. Mr. Mills agreed to establish a workshop to address this issues within
the next three months.
E.

Approval of Technology Policies
COMMISSIONER HARRIS MOVED FOR BOARD APPROVAL OF THE
TECHNOLOGY POLICIES AS PRESENTED. DR. HINESLEY SECONDED THE
MOTION AND IT PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.

Mr. Smiljanich commended staff on the excellence of the technology policies. He reminded
Board members that, under the Sunshine Laws, they should not e-mail each other concerning
any JWB matters, and the best policy to avoid any implications of violating these laws would
be to not e-mail each other at all. Ms. Smith-Carroll suggested that the same policy be
followed as for faxes -if you must send e-mail, route it through JWB and let them re-route it
to the other Board member.
F.

CASA Contingency
JUDGE LOGAN MOVED THAT THE BOARD ALLOCATE UP TO $22,389 FROM THE
FY 1998-99 ONE-TIME-ONLY PROGRAM CONTINGENCY FUND TO THE CENTER
AGAINST SPOUSE ABUSE (CASA) FOR RELOCATION AND START-UP COSTS
FOR CASA'S COMMUNITY SUPPORT CENTER. THE MOTION WAS SECONDED
BY MS. MALCHON. JUDGE LOGAN NOTED THAT THE REQUEST WAS WELL
DEVELOPED, AND THE MOTION PASSED.

OTHER BUSINESS
Mr. Mills introduced Ms. Cheryl Johnson, a new employee with the CCYD Program.
Judge Logan noted that Dr. Roy Kaplan had recently received the U.S. Department of
Education's Local Heroes Award. He moved that
A LETTER OF COMMENDATION AND CONGRATULATION BE SENT TO DR.
KAPLAN ON BEHALF OF THE JWB BOARD. DR. HINESLEY SECONDED THE
MOTION AND IT PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.
VI.

Open Agenda

Mr. Bun Hap Prak, Program Director of the Asian Family and Community Empowerment
Center, addressed the Board to express his thanks for the support of our Board and staff
and to invite Board members to visit his agency. He asked that agencies such as his be
provided some assistance with grant writing and completing of applications as appropriate.

4
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Mr. Mills noted that JWB staff can assist agencies with items such as need statements and
we have held workshops for smaller agencies to instruct them on how to complete funding
applications. Staff also critique applications for agencies on request. He added that once
the competitive process begins, however, staff must step back from the process. Ms.
Smith-Carroll expressed the Board's congratulations to Mr. Prak and his staff for their
efforts in developing their programs and setting a good examples to others to do the same.
There was no additional business and

A MOTION WAS MADE BY DR. HINESLEY TO ADJOURN THE MEETING. THE
MOTION WAS SECONDED BY JUDGE LOGAN AND PASSED.
Ms. Smith-Carroll wished everyone a happy holiday season and the meeting was adjourned
at 11 :02 a.m.
Respectfully submitted by:

~~
Jeanne Malchon
Secretary

c
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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
Workshop on Prevalence of Substance Use
December 10, 1998
MINUTES
Present:

Special
Guests:

Absent:

Myrtle Smith-Carroll, Chairperson; Jeanne Malchon, Secretary;
Commissioner Calvin Harris; Dr. J. Howard Hinesley; Judge Walt Logan;
Norma Rienhardt; Terry Smilijanich, Board Counsel, James E. Mills,
Executive Director; and Teddi Gates, Executive Assistant.

Linda Lerner, Jane Galluci, Susan Latvala - Pinellas County School
Board.
Donna McRae, Vice Chairperson; Martha Maddux, and Judge Peter
Rams berger.

The meeting was called to order by Ms. Myrtle Smith-Carroll, Chairperson. Ms. SmithCarroll welcomed everyone present to the workshop. She noted that the JWB, in
accordance with our Strategic Plan, was attempting to get more involvement with other
local agencies to develop partnerships for joint efforts. Mr. Jim Mills noted that the
Prevalence of Substance Use Among Pinellas County Students survey and report was a
collaborative effort of the JWB, the Pinellas County School Board and Operation PAR,
Inc.

c

Dr. Winn introduced representatives of Operation PAR, Inc. and the Pinellas County
School Board, noting that this project was truly a shared effort and thanked staff of all
three agencies for their work in successfully completing the project.
A series of overheads was presented by Dr. Winn, which provided the background of the
survey and a summary of the results. The first survey was conducted in 1980 to 12th
graders. Current surveys now include those in the 5th, 6th, ath, 10th and 12th grades. The
purpose of the survey was to develop an accurate picture of current substance use and
trends over time in order to be able to detect and intervene early and determine which
groups are at greater risk and what are the major transition periods. Out of 37,735
students enrolled, 24,612 responded, a 65.2% rate. It was an anonymous survey. After
the surveys were "cleaned" to eliminate any obviously invalid or incomplete responses,
the usable response rate was 60.6%. Overall, the student sample reflected very closely
the student population.

c

Dr. Winn described the steps taken to determine that the data was meaningful, including
utilizing z scores and chi-squares. She then presented overheads summarizing reported
recent substance use for each grade surveyed, comparing this year's data to that
collected in 1996. Ms. Malchon asked why the use of three out of four substances had
increased among sixth graders. Dr. Winn said this was not known, but we would be
watching for similar trends in future surveys. Judge Logan asked if the survey had
asked where the students get the substances. Dr. Winn said we had only asked if they
used the substances, but it would be a good idea to ask where they get them the next
time. Dr. Hinesley asked if, when the students reported being in a vehicle with someone
under the influence, who it was, i.e. a parent versus another student. Dr. Winn said this
question should be added to the survey, as well as a question regarding what substance

the driver was using. Mr. Mills noted that the study provides a rich data base which can
be manipulated in a variety of ways in response to specific issues and concerns.
A summary chart of all five grades was presented, which showed that tobacco and
alcohol use for three of the grades had declined, and there was an overall decline in all
grades for a majority of substances used. Another chart summarizing recent substance
use comparison among grade levels was then presented which indicated that usage of
all substances, with the exception of inhalants, increased in higher grades.
Ms. Julie Pelle presented the demographic analyses. She noted that surveys had been
divided into sub-groups representing white males, white females, non-white males and
non-white females. She presented a series of overheads which compared the results of
1996 with that of 1998 and compared levels of substance use among subgroups within
grade levels concerning tobacco use, recent alcohol use, binge drinking, recent driving
under the influence of alcohol, and recent marijuana use. It was noted that overall,
usage by non-white females was below the average in all categories. Ms. Malchon
asked if economic factors might be the reason for this trend . Ms. Pelle said there were
no questions on economic conditions included in the survey. Geographic analyses
showing comparisons among the three county regions (north, south and mid-county) and
among zip code levels were then presented. There were no significant differences in
usage found among the three county areas. A summary of recent tobacco use, alcohol
use, inhalant use for 5 th and 5 th graders by zip codes was presented, well as similar
summaries for grades 8, 10 and 12.
Ms. Pelle then presented data for Pinellas County compared to national substance use
data, describing the differences in collection techniques. National data was from public
and private schools, while local was from public schools only. The national comparison
data was from 1997, while our compared 1996 to 1998. Dr. Hinesley pointed out that
the comparison was misleading, since the data collection methods were different. Ms.
Pelle said that we do this comparison to provide a context, but comparing data collected
locally over time gives a more accurate picture of trends in substance use.
Commissioner Harris noted that the goal in conducting these surveys is not to judge us
compared to other areas of the country, but to improve ourselves by decreasing
substance use locally. Ms. Pelle then presented a series of graphs comparing local
substance use by grade to national level, noting that the gap is narrowing since local use
is declining. Ms. Malchon said that Pinellas County rates higher economically than the
national average, and this correlation should be pointed out.
Ms. Linda Jones of the Pinellas County School Board was then called on to present the
conclusions of the survey findings which she believes reflect optimism and progress.
She presented the suggested steps for youth-focused efforts, family-focused efforts and
community-wide efforts. The importance of a safe learning environment was stressed,
noting that those using drugs cannot achieve at their highest possible level. Ms. Jones
stressed the need to continue the zero tolerance within schools. Judge Logan noted that
he recently had 25 students visit his courtroom that were not aware that they would lose
their driving privileges for six months if they were caught using drugs. He said we
should get this message out better. Commissioner Harris asked for an explanation of
the "enforce laws proactively" aspect of the community-wide efforts. Ms. Smith-Carroll
said that it is important that laws by applied consistently throughout the community.
Commissioner Harris expressed his concern about the relationship between economics
and how laws are enforced, noting that poorer children may be treated differently than

c

those in higher economic groups, whereas law enforcement should be applied in the
best interest of all children.
Following the presentation, Dr. Hinesley commended those who conducted and
summarized the survey and said he would be interested in them sharing their
judgements and perceptions about what is working and what is not working in reducing
substance use in our community. Ms. Smith-Carroll suggested that we look at arrest
rates for our youth to see if there is a difference based on usage. Mrs. Latvala noted the
importance of community organizations continuing to work together toward
improvements. Ms. Lerner noted that this was the first joint effort between the JWB and
the School Board, and more such efforts are needed. Mr. Mills thanked everyone for
their efforts in this very demanding task, noting that their commitment resulted in our
developing one of the better databases in the country.
There was no further discussion and the workshop ended at 10:12 a.m.

~~(i-~~
Jeanne Malchon
Board Secretary
JM/tmg
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Action-Consent

Item III.A.
Regular Meeting 1/14/99

TO:

Juvenile Welfar,., Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Directorrn.~
R.J. Doody, Director, Training Cen~j2c?p

Requested Action
The Board is requested to roll forward Dewitt Wallace Reader's Digest lapse
funds for the B.E.S.T. Initiative from FY 97-98 and increase Cash Forward
Revenue.

Options
1. Approve the request.
2. Deny the request.

Recommended Action

c

1. Increase Cash Forward Revenue by $2,898 and the DeWitt Wallace
Reader's Digest Revenue by $22,853 for FY 98-99 and allocate the same to
the B.E.S.T. Initiative.

Source of JWB Funds
FY 97-98 fund balance and interest derived from the DeWitt Wallace-Reader's
Digest Fund Revenue.

Fiscal Impact
The FY 98-99 revenue budget will increase by $25,751 and the Contracts and
Grants budget will increase from $639,327 to $665,078

Narrative

c

The B.E.S.T. Initiative (Building Exemplary Systems of Training for Youth Workers) is a
collaborative program matching $240,000.00 from the DeWitt Wallace- Reader's
Digest Fund and $120,000.00 from the Juvenile Welfare Board for youth development
training during FY 96-97, 97-98, 98-99. Of the $80,000 given by the DeWitt WallaceReader's Digest Fund for FY 97-98, $22,853 was not spent. Interest of $2,898 was
earned on the DeWitt Wallace - Reader's Digest Revenue for FY 97-98, but was not
spent. As per DeWitt Wallace - Reader's Digest contract, these amounts may be rolled
over for current fiscal year expenditures.

Item 111.8.
Regular Meeting 1/14/99

Consent
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James F.. Mills, Executive
Lisa A. Sahulka, Director,

Directo~ 1\_

Progra~U &Finance~

Requested Action
The Board is requested to revise General Condition #11 of the JWB contract.

Options
1. Approve the request.
2. Deny the request.
3. Any other action the Board deems appropriate.

Recommended Action
1. Revise text in General Condition #11.
11. Confidential Information-Provider shall not use or disclose any information
which specifically identifies a recipient of services under this Agreement, e>Esept
as may be nesessary te implement General Conditions 2 and i, and for any
purpose net in senformity with federal, state, er lesal law and related
regulations, e>Esept en written sensent ef the resipient, er his responsible parent
er guardian where authorized by law. with the following exceptions: a) such
information may be revealed as may be necessary to implement General
Conditions 2 and 5: b) such information may be revealed as may be necessary
pursuant to applicable federal, state. or local law and related regulations: and c)
such information may be revealed with the written consent of the recipient. or
the recipient's responsible parent or guardian, where authorized by law.

Source of JWB Funds
None

Fiscal Impact
None

Narrative
The General Conditions are a series of contractual obligations a funded agency agrees
to when signing a contract with the JWB. These obligations include providing an audit
within 120 days of the fiscal year close, a nondiscrimination policy, agreement to
cooperate with site visits, and a statement regarding confidential information. A copy of
the General Conditions, including General Condition #11 as it is currently written, is
Attachment A.

Staff is recommending this revision to General Condition #11 as written by legal
counsel, based on a request from a municipal lawyer to clearly specify exceptions to
this condition. Upon review, the general condition was accurate in terms of the
rec.uirements of the Sunshine Law, but the wording was laborious.

.

~

Action-Consent

Item 111-C
Regular Meeting 01714799

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Director"' J.}. . A"' f)
Walter G. Williams, Human Resourc\:Mana~

Requested Action
The attached listed items are proposed for removal from the Juvenile Welfare Board
inventory list.

Options
1. Remove the attached listed items from the active inventory list.
2. Drop those items of less than $750.00 value. Authorize the disposition of all other
items through donation to Juvenile Welfare Board community agencies with the
remainder of items to be sent to the Pinellas County School Board for inclusion in
their next public auction.
3. Drop computer items total cost $148,462.50 which are no longer useful to JWB due
to non-compliance.
4. Drop Marriage & Family Counseling inventory items from the JWB inventory. Total
cost $33,832.69.
5. Any other action the Board deems necessary.

Recommended Action
1. Remove the attached listed items from the active inventory list.
2. Drop those items of less than $750.00 value. Authorize the disposition of all other
items through donation to Juvenile Welfare Board funded agencies or tenants of the
681h Avenue Building with the remainder of items to be sent to the Pinellas County
School Board for inclusion in their next public auction.
3. Drop computer items total cost $148,462.50.
4. Drop Marriage & Family Counseling inventory items from the JWB inventory. Total
cost $33,832.69.

Fiscal Impact
Reduce the General Fixed Asset Account by $194,834.34.

C

Narrative
Florida Statute 274.02 provides that items of less than $750.00 in value need not be
included on the Fixed Assets Account. Florida Statutes 274.05 and 274.06 provide for

.
the disposition of items that are obsolete, or the continued use of which is uneconomical,
or inefficient, or which serves no useful function. A governmental unit shall have the
discretion to classify any items as such and tq determine the method of disposition.
Florida Statue 274.06 provides or the donation, destruction or abandonment of such
property at the election of the governmental unit in the reasonable execution of their
discretion. Alternative methods include offering items to other governmental units in the
county or district, or to other governmental units identified by the Board or by Public
Auction.
Marriage & Family Counseling items being dropped by JWB will be picked up on
Marriage & Family Counseling inventory since MFC now operates as a separate
corporation with fiduciary responsibility.
Items of less than $750.00 in value, and in good working order, will be retained by JWB.
The computers to be removed from inventory are obsolete and do not have the minimum
requirements to run the Windows 95 operating system that is required to operate existing
software. The hardware is not Y2K compliant nor is the software residing on the
systems. The computers will be donated to PTEC for use in the Computers for
Community program. The evening technology classes will recondition and distribute the
systems back to the area residents.
Staff Resource Person:

'"

.

.

FY 98/99 INVENTORY DROP LIST
DEPT ASSETID

c

JWB
JWB
JWB
JWB
JWB
JWB
JWB
JWB
JWB
LB
LB
LB
LB
MFC
MFC
MFC
MFC
MFC
MFC
MFC
MFC
MFC
MFC
MFC
MFC
MFC
MFC
MFC
MFC
MFC
MFC
MFC
MFC
MFC
MFC
TOTAL

r

ASSET DESCRIPTION

1316 Toshiba Copy Machine BD n20
1007 Lettering Machine, KROY 80E
1224 IBM Selectric Ill Typewriter
1002 Nikon 35mm Camera
1217 IBM Selectric Ill Typewriter
1299 Portable ELMO Overhead Projector
1223 IBM Selectric Ill Typewriter
1320 Computer Equipment (79 Items)
1358 PS2 Workstation & Color Monitor
1145 IBM Selectric Ill Typewriter
1302 IBM Wheelwriter 30
1342 Microlaser Printer & Monitor
1285 IBM Wheelwriter Typewriter
1294 IBM Wheelwriter Typewriter
1214 16 mm Eiki Film Projector
1321 Magnavox Computer & Monitor
1262 IBM Wheelwriter Typewriter
1308 Desk, Golden Oak 36X72
1251 15 Chromcraft Guest Chairs
1252 4 Cromcraft Low Back Ex. Chairs
1125 Panasonic Camera WV3040
1328 Hitachi Camcorder
1370 Copiers
1345 ADIX Phone System
1377 ADIX Phone System
1322 Magnavox Computer & Monitor
1323 Lazar Panasonic Printer
1324 Magnavox Computer & Monitor
1325 Magnavox Computer & Monitor
1326 Magnavox Computer & Monitor
1327 Panasonic Printer
1372 Gateway 2000 Comp & Access.
1373 Gateway 2000 Comp & Printer
1374 Gateway 2000 Comp & Printer
1380 P5 133 Network Compter & Monitor

PURCHASE
DATE

ORIGINAL
COST

REASON FOR REMOVAL

9/11/90
7/29/81
2116/87
5/1/81
11/3/86
5/15/89
2/16/87
10/1/91
1214/94
9/12185
7/11/89
4/29/93
7/1/88
9/12194
10/24/86
8/30/91
12/2187
9/22189
9/17/87
9/17/87
1213/84
9/10/91
4/20/96
9/30/93
11/16/96
8/30/91
8/30/91
7/31 /91
7/31 /91
7/31 /91
7/30/91
6/29/96
6/28/96
6/28/96
5/20/97

$ 3,200.00
$
695.00
$
661 .50
$
663.65
$
661 .50
$
535.00
$
661.50
$ 148,462.50
$ 1,939.00
$
706.00
$
828.00
$ 1,248.00
$
740.00
$
740.00
$
879.00
$
999.00
$
710.00
$
585.00
$ 2,472.50
$
952.00
$
760.64
$
824.95
$ 1,695.00
$ 8,149.00
$ 1,300.00
$
999.00
$
999.00
$
988.20
$
988.20
$
988.20
$
799.00
$ 2,337.00
$ 1,994.00
$ 1,994.00
$ 1,679.00

Non Repairable
Less Than $750.00
Less Than $750.00
Less Than $750.00
Less Than $750.00
Less Than $750.00
Less Than $750.00
Obsolete
Obsolete
Water Damage - Non Repairable
Water Damage - Non Repairable
Water Damage - Non Repairable
Less Than $750.00
Transfer To MFC
Transfer To MFC
Transfer To MFC
Transfer To MFC
Transfer To MFC
Transfer To MFC
Transfer To MFC
Transfer To MFC
Transfer To MFC
Transfer To MFC
Transfer To MFC
Transfer To MFC
Transfer To MFC
Transfer To MFC
Transfer To MFC
Transfer To MFC
Transfer To MFC
Transfer To MFC
Transfer To MFC
Transfer To MFC
Transfer To MFC
Transfer To MFC

$ 194,834.34

Item Ill. D
Regular Meeting 1714799

Action-Consent
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive
H. Browning Spence, Director, Co~~ity Initiatives

Directo~ ~

~!;

Requested Action
The Board is requested to accept funds from Pinellas County Head Start in the amount
of $50,000 to support the operation of the Pinellas Early Childhood Collaborative
(PECC) for the period of October 1, 1998 - June 30, 1999.

Options
1.

Approve the request.

2.

Do not accept the funds.

3.

Any other action the Board deems necessary.

Recommended Action
1a.

Accept $50,000 from Pinellas County Head Start to support the Pinellas
Early Childhood Collaborative.

1b.

Increase the FY 1998-99 Intergovernmental Revenue Budget from $138,750
to $188,750 by increasing the Pinellas County Head Start revenue from $0
to $50,000.

1c.

Increase the FY 1998-99 Administration Budget from $3,969,131 to
$4,019,131.

1d.

Increase FY 1998-99 Grant and Contracts from $639,327 to $689,327.

Source of JWB Funds
None.

Fiscal Impact

c

For FY 98-99, the Intergovernmental Revenue Budget will increase from $138,750 to
$188,750. JWB budgeted $53,337 for PECC in FY 98-99. JWB funds will only be
needed for the last quarter of FY 98-99, thereby generating a potential lapse of
$40,582.

Narrative
In November of 1994 a Memorandum of Understanding was signed to create the
framework for collaboration between the major funders and agencies providing early
childhood services in Pinellas County. Since its inception the Pinellas Early Childhood
Collaborative (PECC) has worked to enhance and improve the child care delivery
system. The membership of the collaborative includes representatives from JWB,
United Way, the School System, the Department of Children and Families, the License
Board, Head Start, Coordinated Child Care, the WAGES Coalition, DEl and local early
childhood committees and the professional organizations of providers.
Workgroups were developed to design an interlocal agreement between the major
funders, establish a common intake system for subsidized child care, plan and
implement collaborative training, conduct a community wide child care needs
assessment, develop scholarship guidelines for the education of child care
professionals and design a strategic plan for PECC.
In order to provide a formalized legal structure for PECC, the Juvenile Welfare Board,
the Department of Children and Families and the School Board have entered into an
interlocal agreement, which has been approved and filed with the State of Florida. This
agreement is the first of its kind for governmental agencies. PECC will serve as the
administrative entity to implement the agreement. Funding for the basic operation of
PECC and the continuation and/or development of its projects will be provided by the
three governing partners, the other collaborative agencies and outside grants, as they
become available.
Since December of 1995 PECC has been primarily funded through a grant from the
Department of Education, which ended in June of 1998. Since July the Juvenile Welfare
Board has provided funds for the salary and fringe benefits of the coordinator and the
basic operating expenses of the organization with the understanding that PECC support
would be shared by the partners once the interlocal agreement was in place. In June
and September of 1998 the Board approved the use of JWB funds to support PECC
during this interim period. In August PECC, with Pinellas County Head Start as the
fiscal agent, was invited to apply for a continuation funding grant of $50,000 from DOE
which was awarded in December of 1998. PECC would like JWB to accept these grant
funds to cover its projected expenses from October 1, 1998 through June 30, 1999.
Staff Resource Person: Mary Ann Goodrich

Item IV.A

Action

Regular Meeting 01714799
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members£.

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Directo
H. Browning Spence, Director, Com unity Initiatives
Cynthia A. Fox, Manager, Community Planning and Developmen.

flbfr

a-D

Requested Action
The Board is requested to allocate up to $94,000 for the period from January 15, 1999
to September 30, 1999 to the Greater Ridgecrest Area Board of Directors, Inc. as a
two-year capacity building grant for a Neighborhood Family Center. This is an
annualized budget of $125,333.

Options
1. Approve the request.
2. Deny the request.
3. Any other action directed by the Board.

Recommended Action
1. Allocate up to $94,000 for the period from January 15, 1999 to September 30,
1999 to the Greater Ridgecrest Area Board of Directors, Inc. as a two-year
capacity building grant for a Neighborhood Family Center. This is an annualized
budget of $125,333.

Source of JWB Funds
FY 98-99 Neighborhood Family Center Funds

Fiscal Impact
The FY 98-99 Neighborhood Family Center funds will be reduced from $263, 918 to
$169,918. The 1999-2000 Budget will include a request for up to $125,333.

Narrative

c

On April 26, 1997, over 400 residents of the Ridgecrest community attended a town
meeting with representatives of the Juvenile Welfare Board, Board of County
Commissioners, the United Way, and the Department of Children and Families to
examine and discuss issues and concerns of the Ridgecrest neighborhood. At this
daylong meeting, community members, youth and adults, met in small groups to identify
needs and resources in their community. Thus began a community-wide planning and
organizing effort that culminated in several significant achievements:

1. Creation of a new organization, the Greater Ridgecrest Area Board of Directors, Inc.
comprised of 24 members, including two youth , representing 11 neighborhoods;
2. Development of by-laws and election of officers;
3. Participation in training on community mobilization, fiscal management, and Board
roles and responsibilities;
4. Establishment of seven working committees: neighborhood family center,
neighborhood improvement/environmental, youth development, affordable housing,
drug prevention, education and job training and assignment of Board members to
committees.
The work of the GRA (Greater Ridgecrest Area Board of Directors) had just begun; over
the next twelve months, the GRA met monthly to develop the goals, objectives, and
strategies for a comprehensive planning grant that would involve three funding
partners: Juvenile Welfare Board, Department of Children and Families, and the
Pinellas County Community Development Department. While the community had
indicated considerable interest in establishing a neighborhood family center, the GRA
believed that the community's needs and resources were too broad to limit the planning
process to only the development of a neighborhood family center. The GRA made a
decision to create a comprehensive community plan, with a neighborhood family center
as the centerpiece.

j In April1998, the Juvenile Welfare Board approved a $57,500 six-month planning grant
to the GRA. JWB allocated $20,000; the County allocated $25,000 and the Department
of Children and Families contributed $12,500. In order the simplify the process for the
GRA, the Pinellas County Community Development Department and the Department of
Children and Families agreed to transfer their funds ($20,000 and $12,500) to JWB who
would be responsible for a single contract with the GRA.
The tasks of the planning grant ranged from establishing an office in the community to
conducting forums with agencies and community residents. The GRA requested and
was given a two-month extension until November 30, 1998 for the submission of the
comprehensive plan. GRA's comprehensive plan detailed the following
accomplishments:
1. Establishing the GRA office at 133rd Avenue, Largo and hiring a planning
coordinator and an administrative assistant;
2-. Developing fiscal management and personnel procedures;
3. Hiring an accounting firm;
4. Surveying families, adults, youth and agencies on resources, interests, and needs;

c

5. Conducting a focus group of 13 agencies and hosting a youth forum attended by
over one hundred youth at the OMNI Center;
6. Visiting recreation programs sponsored by the Suncoast YMCA and attending the

Florida Neighborhoods Conference in Jacksonville;
7. Coordinating a Festival of Hope at Ridgecrest Park in November 1998, attended by
over 250 neighborhood residents, where the comprehensive plan and committee
reports were presented and community feedba~k was invited.
In addition to these accomplishments, the comprehensive plan included reports from
the following committees: neighborhood family center, drug education, education, job
training, recreation, youth development, neighborhood improvement, and housing
improvement. Each committee was chaired by a GRA member and was composed of
interested neighborhood and Board members. Staff from the three funding partners
provided technical assistance to these committees. Strategies for implementing the
findings and recommendations from these committees will be developed and pursued
by the GRA over the next few years.
The neighborhood family center plan enumerated seven objectives; some of these
objectives involved several detailed activities. The GRA was advised to devise a plan
to implement these objectives over a two-year period, commencing with implementation
in FY 98-99 of three core objectives:
1. Conduct outreach and home visits to 50 families with children from ages 0 to
5, with follow-up to include goal setting with families;
2. Plan and offer family activities; and
3. Plan and coordinate child care for families participating in NFC activities.
The GRA will undertake implementation of the remaining four objectives and other more
detailed activities in the second year of this grant. These are:
1. Creation of intergenerational parent support group for young parents and
their extended family network;
2. Development of family support for families identified through home visits;
3. Coordination and facilitation of activities that will increase the number of
community residents who are employed and the level at which they are
employed;
4. Provision of child and youth development activities with the development of a
youth council as an essential element in planning and delivering
neighborhood family center activities;
5. Development and expansion of activities for youth who are at risk of
involvement in drugs and other potentially detrimental activities.

c

These objectives will be fine-tuned during the contract phase. The goal of this two-year
capacity building grant is to assist the GRA and its staff to accomplish incremental
steps and meet successes that lead to implementation of the neighborhood family
center objectives. In order to accomplish these objectives, the Board and its staff will
continue to participate in staff development activities and will utilize the expertise and
knowledge of the NFC Coalition's members to design, implement, and monitor the NFC
objectives. The Neighborhood Family Center ought to be fully operational by October
2000.
Although a site has not yet been selected for the neighborhood family center, the GRA

is exploring two options: rental of a 3 bedroom unit in Rainbow Village or purchase of a
house on 1191h Street (through the Pinellas County Community Development
Department). Until a site has been secured, activities will be held at the GRA office and
at other community sites like the OMNI Center, the Ridge Center, and the Ridgecrest
Day Care Center.

•'

The following table displays the categories included in the $94,000 budget request:
BUDGET ITEM
Salaries
Fringe Benefits
Contractual Services, child care, internet
Audit & accounting & Insurance
Conferences
Training
Rent & Utilities
Office Operations
Travel
Program Operations
TOTAL

AMOUNT
$50,833
12,092
3,524
4,421
2,500
3,000
4,250
6,564
1,616
5,200
$94,000

While the major focus is the development of family support activities, GRA staff and the
GRA Board will continue to work on the comprehensive community plan with the
County and the Department of Children and Families. The Department of Children and
Families had already committed $18,750 to the development and implementation of the
neighborhood family center from October 1998 until June 1999. The County will also
remain an active partner in the Ridgecrest community, with their funding targeted to
neighborhood infrastructure and environmental improvements. The GRA Board has /
been asked to provide recommendations for neighborhood improvements for the ../
County's Community Development Block Grant application.
Staff Resource Persons:

c

Cynthia Fox
Connie Caldwell
Gary Cernan
Beverly Lightfoot

)
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Item V.A.
Regular Meeting 1/14/99

Presentation

~

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Director
Lisa A. Sahulka, Director, Program

Finance~

POLICY ANALYSIS
The Board has requested staff review the allocation of JWB funds to other local taxing
authorities. This would include all principal taxing authorities (County, Municipality or
Independent Special Taxing Districts). The School System is ineligible for direct JWB
funding through the Juvenile Welfare Board Act, Chapter 23, 483, Section 2C.

D)
'

JWB POLICY
Currently, JWB policies allow funding of all governmental agencies, including those with
taxing authority. Additional scrutiny to the application process for taxing authorities,
which includes an evaluation of the agency's rollback rate as related to the JWB's rate
is required. Current policy states:
Section 2-3 Type of Agency Funded
Only private, not-for-profit incorporated agencies or public agencies shall be so
considered for funding by the Juvenile Welfare Board ....
Section 2-4.2 The Board will fund other governmental agencies. If the applicant is a
governmental entity with taxing authority, the Juvenile Welfare Board will evaluate the
existing effort of that taxing authority and the specific scope of the program.
THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES IN IMPLEMENTING THE STRATEGIC
PLAN
The Strategic Plan addresses the unique and significant role the JWB has in Pinellas
County. It is the only local governmental agency solely dedicated to the needs of children
and youth in our community. It is a flexible source of funding, which can provide support to
all the institutions in our community through collaboration and direct financial resources.

&)JWB ~urrently has 5 (five) categories of funding relationships with governmental
agenc1es.
1. Joint Funding - JWB currently acts as the fiscal agent for a planning grant to Greater
Ridgecrest Neighborhood Association. The JWB, the Department of Children and
Families- Family Preservation and the County fund this initiative.
2. Direct Contract - JWB funds the Department of Health, the Sixth Judicial Court,
USF and the Pinellas County Cooperative Extension. Healthy Families is an
example of the strong programming the JWB can provide to Pinellas County through
partnership with governmental agencies. Another example is the Strategic Plan
Implementation funds for FY 98-99, which have been allocated through the New and
Expanded process in two funding cycles. Programs were selected that advanced
the Strategic Plan by focusing on activities and services, which are primarily
developmental and preventive in nature. The City of St. Petersburg and the City of
Largo were funded through this process. Last fiscal year, the JWB funded the City
1

of Clearwater and the City of St. Petersburg to implement the Middle School Aged
Summer Scholarship Program. This program provided summer scholarships to 625
youth. This was a pilot project, which the cities were able to implement quickly due
to the network of recreational programs offered in the summer.
3. Subcontracts through other contracted services - The JWB and Public Private
Ventures fund CCYD. The CYPIC Board has a subcontract with the City of St.
Petersburg Department of Leisure which funds a teen coordinator and activities
identifed by the Teen Council.
4. Equipment and Renovation - (Established FY 86-87) - Funding category utilized to
assist child serving agencies (funded and unfunded) in acquiring goods that cost
$200 or more with a useful life of one year or more. Utilizes fund balance dollars.
Based on current policy, governmental agencies are eligible to apply.
5. Program Contingency Funds- Available to funded agencies only to provide
resources for unforeseen events, such as increases in rent, moving costs, etc.
These funds utilize fund balance or ad valorem dollars. Based on current policy,
governmental agencies are eligible to apply.
Funding local governmental agencies with taxing authority, such as the City of St.
Petersburg, has the following advantages:
1. Facilitates collaboration and assists in the implementation of the Strategic Plan.
2. Provides taxing authorities with funds to implement youth development and
prevention programs, which are not in their core budget.
3. Provides opportunities to fund the marginal cost of expanding existing programs,
instead of creating new and duplicative services and activities.
4. Provides access to municipal resources and capabilities.
Concerns regarding funding other taxing authorities include:
1. Supplanting of funds or indirectly funding State mandated services. (This issue is
not unique to public sector contracts.)
2. Substitution of the JWB millage rate for the entities' own millage as these agencies
have the ability to adjust their millage rate based on fiscal year needs.

PROGRAM FUNDING- Categories 1-3
Governmental agencies are currently eligible for JWB funding and, with the exception of
the required "evaluation of effort" are treated no differently than community based
organizations as per Board policy. Staff would suggest continuing this practice
unchanged, where that allocation would further the implementation of the Strategic Plan
through collaboration, partnership and direct purchase of needed services.

SPECIAL NEEDS FUNDING -Categories 4 and 5
Again, with the exception of the "evaluation of effort", governmental agencies are
treated no differently than community-based agencies. Because of the collaboration,
partnership and new resource emphasis of the Strategic Plan, caution would be urged
in developing differential treatment of governmental agencies. It could be argued that
although the scale may differ significantly, there is little difference between the public
budget setting process, which must address competing demands, and a community
agency's allocation of its discretionary fund raising dollars among the different program
2

(
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efforts of the agency. likewise, it could be argued, that there is little difference between
governmental reserves (actual or non-levied taxing authority} and those of community
based organizations, which are not required to be exhausted prior to receiving JWB
funding in these two categories. That said, there may be additional safeguards, which
would be reasonable to consider. These includP:

8

1. Require confirmation from the Chief Administrative Officer or elected official that
there has been a presentation and formal review of the capability of the
governmental unit to fund the item and that the funding is not available.
2. The establishment of a specific standard(s} to guide the relative tax effort
evaluation.
The Board could choose to expand their consideration to:
1. Exclusion of taxing authorities from the Equipment and Renovation process.
2. Create a higher cash match requirement (more than 25%} for Equipment and
Renovation.
3. Limit Equipment and Renovation eligibility to only currently funded contracts.
4. Require public agencies to assume responsibilities for any contingencies in
contracts.

Governmental Agencies Funded by the JWB
INKIND OR

FY 98-99
STATE
Department of Health- PCHD
Healthy Start Drug Free Families

CASH FED., STATE
OR LOCAL FUNDING

JWB FUNDING

$820,111

$112,535

$265,724

$2,200,938

$75,965

$200.322

$1,161,800

$2,513,795

$67,426

$323,535

Child Custody Investigations

$163,522

$70,860

Guardian Ad Litem

$401,966

$68,901

Juvenile Arbitration

$192,835

$69.675

$825,749

$532,971

Healthy Families Pinellas
Northeast High School Health Services
Agency Total
Sixth Judicial Circuit Court of Florida
Behavioral Evaluation

Agency Total

University of South Florida (St. Pete
Campus)
Oasis Alternative School

$142,274

3

COUNTY

II

Pinellas Countv CooQerative
Extension Service

Youth As Resources

$45,195

LOCAL
Citv St. Petersburg

Teen Forum
TASCO

$7,550

$26,800
$69,127
$95,927

$41,014

$56,200

Agency Total
Citv of Largo

Youth Outreach
(EQUIPMENT AND RENOVATION)
Clearwater Rec. DeQt.

Youth Outreach

$3,905

FY 97-98
City St. Petersburg

MSASS

$155,041

Citv of Clearwater

MSASS

$35,160

4

Information
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Director~

Item VI-A

Information and ReferraiNolunteer Action Center Update
The report of the Information and Referral Task Force has previously been received by
the Board in February of 1998. It was anticipated that an action/implementation plan
would be completed within 30 to 60 days. Such a plan would give the Board an
opportunity to review the real world implications of adopting the report.
The Task Force Report recommended that the two programs be spun off from Family
Resources, Inc. into a free standing agency which, in addition to providing the two
services, could become a base for other agency support services in the community.

c

The Board of FRI, which had initiated this process with their strategic planning, decided
that the two programs did not fit well with the overall mission of the agency, approved
the Task Force report conditioned upon the response of the two chief funding bodies,
the United Way ($180,295) and JWB ($302,732).
The JWB Director and former United Way Director had concurred in this general
direction. The retirement of the United Way Executive Director and the hiring of the
new Director resulted in a change in this position to one of direct operation of the
programs by the United Way. In the course of negotiation for a satisfactory resolution,
the JWB 1998-99 budget included a temporary freeze on the cost of living adjustment
on the basis of uncertainty as to the future of the programs. In the course of the Budget
Workshop, a member of the FRI Board revealed their concerns about United Way
operation of the programs. Three of the four members of the JWB present also
expressed their concern about such a change. When asked his position, the JWB
Director indicated his concurrence with the recommendation of the Task Force and the
stated concerns of FRI, adding that he was concerned that changing the relationship
between the United Way and JWB from "collaborative planners and funders" to "funderfundee" was not in the best interests of the community.

C

The United Way has remained consistent in its position while acknowledging that the
programs really "belong" to FRI and any planned change is subject to their release. FRI
Board will revisit this issue on January 21. The United Way Board will take the staff
position to its Board on January 28 for a policy determination about bringing the
program in house and assuming the full fiscal responsibility- assuming the issue
remains viable. The matter will be on the JWB agenda at its February 11 meeting.

Information

c

Item VI-B
Regular Meeting 01/14/99

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Directo~

Personnel Practices Information
The annual review of the Personnel Practices by the Employee Personnel Committee
(EPC) identified only grammatical and spelling issues. No substantive changes were
recommended by the EPC. Consistent with past direction from the Board, the grammatical
and spelling errors will be corrected by staff.
The review by the Human Resources Director, the JWB Administrative Management Team
and the Executive Directors of the satellite units produced no substantive revisions. A
suggestion relating to additional vacation time for employees with more than twenty years
of service has been referred to the triennial Salary and Classification Review that will be
conducted in the spring and summer of 1999.
Several individual suggestions were submitted and are not recommended for adoption:
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1. Only current supervisors and managers be allowed to work out of classification (3.13)
would eliminate a valuable opportunity for line staff to gain supervisory experience and
prepare for career advancement.
2. Allow satellite directors to approve flex time- authority is already delegated.
3. Allow one hour of paid leave per week for all employees who wish to volunteer for
community service - this has the potential to reduce the workweek by approximately
2.5%. Employees already have 15 to 37.5 hours of personal leave annually and are
offered one day per year to participate in the United Way Day of Caring. A check with
Pinellas County government confirmed a discussion of this issue and a decision not to
grant such leave. The City of St. Petersburg does provide leave for two city sponsored
programs (i.e. Challenge 2001 -St. Pete. Reach) but noted the original one hour has
grown to 1.5 hours to cover "travel time". The potential impact to JWB administration
alone could be as high as 1.35 FTE and 5.4 FTE system wide (full participation).

c

4. Change the evaluation date from annual (in September) to year round (based on
anniversary date). This will be reviewed. Previous JWB experience was that such a
system was either unfair to employees with anniversary dates later in the fiscal year or
required added resources to maintain equity which distorted budget priorities and Board
policy.
5. Limit educational assistance to regular employees (1 year or more service) or some
other measure (i.e. 6 months). This would limit new employees gaining needed training
or education and possibly interfere with desired trainee programs. Award of
Educational Assistance is now discretionary on the part of a manager and limited by
funds available which should provide adequate means of handling such situations.

Information

Item VI.C.
Regular Meeting 1/14/99

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

From:

James E. Mills, Executive
Lisa A. Sahulka, Director, Progra~ Finance~

Dlrectol'4\.~

Healthy Kids Pinellas County Monthly Funding Report
Attached is a copy of the monthly report of funding activities conducted by the
Healthy Kids Pinellas County (HKPC) during the month of December of 1998. ·
This information is being provided in response to the Board's action at the May
8, 1997 meeting when funding for HKPC was approved.
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The attached report was generated by the HKPC program and is presented as it
was received.
JWB funding for Healthy Kids Pinellas is a six year grant. A portion of the funds
were allocated as local match subsidy and a portion were allocated as dollar for
dollar incentive ·match payments for newly contributed, non JWB insurance
subsidies. The allocated portions are as follow:
FY 1996/97: $74,520 for local match insurance subsidy
FY 1997/98: $260,820 for local match insurance subsidy
$ 38.103 for incentive match payments
Total $298,923
FY 1998/99: $111,780 for local match insurance subsidy
$156,067 for incentive match payments
Total $267,847
FY 1999-00 $139,908 for incentive match payments
FY 2000-01 $ 59,580 for incentive match payments
FY 2001-02 $ 46,980 for incentive match payments

~2 1 29 1 98
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HEALTH COUNCIL
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FUNDING REPORT
HEALTHY KIDS OF PINELLAS COUNlY
Dec-98

Reporting Period:

I. NEW FUNDING SOURCES COMMI1TED DURING THIS REPORTING PERIOD

Funding
Amount

Name and Address
Catalina Marketing Charitable Foundation

$

500.00

Total New Funding Committed

$

-

Initial
funding
Date

Ending
Funding
Date

10/1/98

9/30/99

II. PREVIOUSLY REPORTED FUNDING SOURCES THAT HAVE BEEN WITHDRAWN

Name and Address

I

Not Applicable

Amount
Pledged

Amount
Rec'dTo
Date

Date Funding
Terminated/
Pledge
Withdrawn

N/A

N/A

N/A

Ill. NEW SOURCES IDENTIFIED AS POTENTIAL FUNDERS
Name and Address

Description of Fund-Raising Effort
The solicitation of funding from area hospitals was
delayed due to International travel by the Chair of
the Advisory Board (i.e., Charles Hall). Over the
next several months, Dr. Hall will schedule meetings
with the CEOs of the BayCare network and All
Children's Hospital to discuss the need for ongoing funding of the Healthy Kids program.

N/A

IV. ADDITIONAL FUND-RAISING ACTIVITIES

N/A at this time; See Comments Above.

hkfund1

Item VI.D
Regular Meeting 1/14/99

Information
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TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Flxecutive Director
', j
Krista I. Wi~ector, Research & Da.:elopment

.

Healthy Families Pinellas -Annual Evaluation Report (FY 1997-98)
This is the 1998 annual evaluation report of HFP (Healthy Families Pinellas), a family support
model program with the primary purpose of preventing child abuse and neglect. It is based
on the nationally recognized HFA (Healthy Families America) program, and was one of the
first sites to receive national accreditation from HFA. HFP is funded primarily by the Juvenile
Welfare Board of Pinellas County, and is administered and operated by a collaborative
composed of Pinellas County Health Department, Family Service Centers, the YWCA of
Tampa Bay, Bayfront Medical Center, and Morton Plant Mease Health Care. The multi-year
evaluation has been conducted since 1993 under the direction of Dr. Carnot Nelson,
Professor of Psychology at USF. The evaluation is funded by a grant from JWB.
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HFP is a voluntary program designed to provide support to families who live in target census
tract areas for up to five years from the birth of an infant in one of the cooperating hospitals.
Families are referred to the program based on a family assessment by one of the hospital
social workers. Seven hundred and eighteen (718) families were served during FY 1997-98.
This year marked the first graduation of families (76 between November 1997 and October
1998), and the first year that children in these families entered public schools. This year also
marks a change in evaluation focus and methodology. During the first phase (1992-1997),
the evaluation tracked families that were in the program and reported on short-term results in
terms of child well-being and family goals. The evaluation during the current phase includes
exit interviews with graduating families and follow-up interviews every six months to track
progress after completion. School readiness and progress of HFP children will be tracked
through a cooperative agreement with the Pinellas County School Board.
Preliminary analysis of the exit interviews indicates that families who successfully complete
the program are stronger as measured by responses on a Family Functioning Style Scale
than those just entering the program, and report benefits from their participation that include
improved family relationships, and satisfaction with the program. Graduating families also
report attitudes and skills associated with successful parenting. In addition, the program
continues to meet its primary goal of reducing verified abuse or maltreatment.

c

This report describes changes in the evaluation focus and methodology, and gives
preliminary results of exit interviews and other progress measures for families completing the
program. In addition, trends are examined with regard to program data and various
demographics. This report provides important information for the program management
team, and may be useful as well for Florida communities that are beginning to implement the
HFA model. An Executive Summary is attached. A copy of the full report is available upon
request.
Staff Resource: Judith Simpson

FY 1997-98

Healthy Families EYaluation Report

'

Executive Swnmary
This is the I 997- I 998 annual evaluation report submitted in partial fulfillment of the contract
between the Juvenile Welfare Board ofPinellas county and the University of South Florida,
calling for an independent evaluation of the program.
HFP (Healthy Families Pinellas) operates with technical support from HFA (Healthy Families
America}, using critical elements designed to reduce child abuse and neglect. The program
provides services in targeted census tracts in north and south Pinellas county. HFP is based
primarily on best practice research and is funded by the JWB (Juvenile Welfare Board). Family
participation is voluntary. The program consists of two parts. The first involves identifying overburdened families who are potentially unable to counterbalance factors of stress in their lives;
hospital-based social workers have primary responsibility for identifying these families. The
second part involves intensive home visits by primarily para-professional family support workers
under the supervision of professional field supervisors. Program staff also includes nurses and a
family advocate to assist family support workers. HFP is administered and operated by a
collaborative composed of the Pinellas County Health Department, Family Service Centers, Inc.,
the YWCA of Tampa Bay, Bayfront Medical Center, and Morton Plant Mease Health Care. The
program has developed more than 3 5 affiliate agreements with a range of other service providers
in the community.

c

c

The reporting period witnessed a change in the focus ofthe evaluation from program monitoring
to long-term issues such as indicators of program success, follow up with families after graduation
from the program, and tracking the school readiness and progress ofHFP children. Evidence
from the FFSS (Family Functioning Style Scale}, which measures family strengths, suggests that
families who successfully complete the program are stronger on characteristics measured by this
scale, especially family interactional patterns, than those just entering the program. Furthermore,
the evaluation team developed an Exit Interview and Follow Up Interview and established
methods to maintain contact with families after they graduate. Analysis of the Exit Interviews
that have been conducted reveals that respondents are committed to the well-being of their
families, view discipline in a positive way, and feel that education, reading, and meeting with their
children's teachers are important. Respondents report being satisfied with HFP, the home visits,
and their family support workers. The respondents seem to have a better sense about what they
need to do to be good parents, and they feel that their personal and family relationships have
improved as a result ofHFP. The evaluation team has established a collaboration with the
Pinellas County School Board to track the school readiness ofHFP children. In summary, during
this reporting period, evaluation efforts have been focused on implementing methods to track the
long-term progress of HFP graduates.
There are some noticeable trends in the program. With expansion into other census tracts, the
program has experienced a decline in the percentage of African American families and an increase
in Caucasian and Hispanic families, most likely due to differing demographic make-up ofthe
tracts into which the program has expanded. The percentage of refusals, defined as the ratio of
those who refuse the interview or the program, to those who were screened has decreased
markedly from 22% in south county in fiscal year 93-94 to 6.4% in fiscal year 97-98. For north

FY 1997-98
Healthy Families Evaluation Report

county, refusals have decreased from 6% in fiscal year 93-94 to 2.1% in fiscal year 97-98. Over
there has been a decline in the percentage of those leaving the program because they are no
longer eligible. However, this category still comprises the largest percentage of discharges (37%).
As noted in previous reports, this is n~t necessarily a negative finding, since many of these
families move to better housing in more secure areas. The next largest percentage is for those
completing the program (27%), reported for the first time this fiscal year. There were no major
changes in other discharge categories.
tim~.

The program continues to meet its primary goal of reducing verified abuse or maltreatment. The
program's rate of abuse/maltreatment, as reported in the Department of Children and Families
registry (officially known as the "Florida Abuse Hotline Information System"), has remained
steady the last three years at approximately 1.39%. This is an especially important finding, since
the census tracts in which HFP operates are among the areas of highest risk for abuse and neglect.
HFP target children are 98% compliant with recommended immunization schedules by two years
of age. A total of718 families were served during this reporting period. Evidence ofthe
program's effectiveness is highlighted by the 50 families who graduated this fiscal year. Eligibility
for graduation is defined as achieving program Level III or IV, and successfully completing a
minimum of three years in the program. The total number of families who have successfully
completed services since program inception now stands at 76.
HFP continues to grow with the addition of a census tract in south county, and approval for the
mid-county expansion, funded by the JWB. The expansion will lead to an increase in the number
of administrative personnel to handle increased workload, although we do not anticipate
substantial changes in results or program dynamics. There is also the potential of state funding
from Healthy Families Florida. HFP will continue to be viewed as a nationwide exemplar of a
Healthy Families America program.
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Healthy Start Coalition - Low Birth Weight Study
In June, 1998, the JWB allocated up to $37,362 to the Healthy Start Coalition of Pinellas
County for the purpose of conducting a descriptive study of factors influencing low birth
weight. Low birth weight is associated with a variety of conditions that put infants at risk of
long term disabilities or poor health outcomes. In addition, medical treatments and special
education to ameliorate the effects of low birth weight are costly to families and tax-payers.
Therefore, the reduction of preventable low birth weight is in the public interest.

c

A needs assessment of community health status in Pinellas County was performed by
researchers at the University of South Florida in 1995. Results showed that the percentage
of low birth weight infants in Pinellas County (8%) was higher than in comparable counties or
the state as a whole (7.8%), even though Pinellas was doing a good job of providing prenatal
care to pregnant women . The percentage of low birth weight among the non-white infants
(13.3%) was significantly higher than the state percentage for non-white infants (12.1 %).
Therefore, the Healthy Start Coalition was determined to investigate additional factors
associated with low birth weight in Pinellas County. A pilot study of 1996 hospital low birth
weight records was conducted in north county in 1997. The present study, funded by JWB,
was conducted between June and September 1998, and includes cases from both north and
south county. Records were abstracted from the hospital records of 464 mothers who had a
total of 487 low birth weight infants in 1997. This sample represented 63% of Pinellas
County infants born with low birth weight in 1997.
Preliminary findings offer helpful information about regional and demographic differences in
risk factors for low birth weight that may help public health policy makers and practitioners to
shape interventions to meet needs of different sub-populations. One interesting finding is the
difference in the profile of risk factors between north and south county. Mothers of low birth
weight infants in north county are more likely to be married, white, and privately insured.
Mothers of low birth weight infants in south county are more likely to be single, non-white and
younger (45.4% under age 26). Substance use (including tobacco and alcohol) appears to
be a major risk factor for low birth weight county-wide. Another possible risk factor,
particularly in south county, may be bacterial vaginosis, an infection that may be more
prevalent in some young minority women. This issue needs further study.

c

This report is a preliminary description of risk factors associated with low birth weight in
Pinellas County. Additional study and analysis is planned to further verify the findings. The
report discusses potential public health policy implications, and may be of interest to health
care practitioners and policy makers. An Executive Summary is attached. A copy of the full
report is available upon request.
Staff Resource: Judith Simpson

Healthy Start Coalition - Low Birth " 'eight Study
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In 1995, CHOICES (Choices for Community Health) contracted with the University of South
Florida to perform a community health status and needs assessment of Pinellas County.
Among the indicators studied, it was found that the proportion of infants born in Pinellas
County that were identified as low birth weight (less than Sibs. 8oz.) was significantly greater
than the proportion of low birth weight infants born in similar counties and when compared
to the state percentages. In 1994, Pinellas County's percentage ofLBW (low birth weight)
infants was 8% total and 14.2% for the non-white population. During the same period of
time, the state LBW percentage was 7.8% for total and 12.1 %for non-white. Four years
later, the percentage for Pinellas has continued to increase with the 1997 LBW percentage of
8.3 %for the total, compared to the state percentage of 8.0 %. Although the Pinellas nonwhite percentage declined from 14.2 % ( 1994) to 13.7 % ( 1997), this percentage remains
higher than the state percentage of 11.8 %.
The Healthy Start Coalition, Inc., in collaboration with CHOICES, quickly realized that
getting women into prenatal care was not the only factor that would assist in reducing the
LBW percentage since over 98 % of Pinellas women were getting into prenatal care, with
85% getting into care in the first trimester; yet the LBW rate continued to increase. As a
result of this finding, MPMHC (Morton Plant Mease Health Care) took the initiative to
abstract data from all of the 1996 low birth weight infants born at their two facilities. The
results of that study were even more interesting but could not be generalized throughout the
county. Therefore, CHOICES applied for and received funding from the Juvenile Welfare
Board to replicate and expand the study to target 1997 LBW births county-wide. The study
team abstracted data from the hospital records of 464 mothers who had a total of 487 low
birth weight babies. These infants represented 63% of all the LBW infants in the county
(768). Records were abstracted from both north and south county.
The four sites chosen for this study involved the major birthing centers in the county. They
represented 82% of the low birth weight infants born in the county and included the two
MPMHC hospitals, the Regional Perinatal Intensive Care Center at Bayfront Medical Center
and its sister hospital, St. Anthony's.
Currently, the availability of the data was limited to the hospital records that include a great
deal of self-reported medical history but do not include all of the obstetrician's prenatal
history. The prenatal record that is generally forwarded from the obstetrician to the hospital
contains mainly clinical information while the risk assessment and referral information
remains in the provider's office. It has been recommended that the full prenatal record be
forwarded to the hospital in the future.
Some of the preliminary findings are:
•

The distribution oflow birth weight babies appears to be over a broader population of
mothers than previously thought. There were a number of differences in the
characteristics of women in north versus south county. North county mothers were more
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likely to be white, married, older (72.2% age 26 or over), and privately insured. South
county mothers were equally likely to be non-white, unwed, younger (45.4% under age
26), reported greater substance use, less prenatal care, and had more gynecologic issues,
including bacterial vaginosis. As a result, it may 'lOt be appropriate to make global
decisions in planning interventions for the county.
•

Substance use (including tobacco and alcohol) appears to be a major risk factor for low
birth weight infants county-wide. The prevalence of substance use appears to be higher
in south county in those mothers who had low birth weight infants. In future studies, the
substances consumed will be studied separately for strategic planning purposes.

•

Low birth weight infants born in south county appear to be at greater risk for being
premature (infants delivered prior to mother's 34th week of pregnancy) and very tiny.
On the other hand, many of the babies born with low birth weight in north county are
delivered after the 34th week, but the infant's weight was still less than 5lbs. 8 oz.

•

Bacterial vaginosis, a vaginal infection more prevalent in young , single, AfricanAmerican women, may contribute to both the higher frequency of prematurity in low
birth weight infants in south county, as well as racial disparity seen between the white
and non-white mothers county-wide.

•

Finally, there was a high number of women receiving their health care from private
physicians, even those served under medicaid. This issue, similar to the large number of
women receiving prenatal care, does not appear to be having an impact on birth outcome.
Further study in the quality/quantity of care may clarify some of the underlying factors
affecting birth outcomes.

As stated earlier, this is a descriptive study that focused on risk factors for LBW infants.
However, this study cannot say whether these risk factors are different for normal birth
weight births. Therefore, future studies should compare groups of infants, born in the same
year who were not born with low birth weight.
Low birth weight remains an important public health problem. While many of these infants
function normally as children and adults, many will require special medical attention, special
learning envirorunents, and some will even die before their first year of life. Providing
prenatal care at little or no cost to some parents has not solved our problem of infants being
born too little too soon. Having an opportunity to describe the population that did have
infants who were born with low birth weight was extremely valuable. However, descriptive
studies, such as this one, usually uncover more questions for in-depth study. With the
characteristics of the low birth weight mothers being so different between north and south
county, it became evident that interventions and strategies must reflect those differences if
Pinellas County is ever going to impact its low birth weight percentages.
The inforn1ation published in this report will be presented to both north and south county
obstetric providers either during grand rounds or at each hospital's OB Section. The main
goal would be to solicit other possible partners, such as major employers and consumers, to
assist in developing strategies that would help reduce the low birth weight of individual
communities, as well as Pinellas County.
2
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Alpha Leadership Program for Higher Achievement in School - Final
Year End Report to the Juvenile Welfare Board
In December 1996, the Board awarded $6,418 to Alpha Leadership Education
Foundation, Inc. to fund enhancements to their core program. Alpha Leadership
Education Foundation, Inc. responded to an invitation to bid for research and
demonstration project funding which focused upon enhancing existing mentoring
programs by involving more African American males from the community as mentors.
Funding was established on an annual basis with continuation possible for up to three
years. Leaders of the Alpha Leadership Program and Eckerd College have worked in
collaboration since 1978 to assist African-American junior and senior boys and girls
envision positive goals for their future, including pursuing higher education.
In the core program, juniors attend ten consecutive Saturday sessions to motivate them
for success and improve their decision-making, communication, and college preparation
skills. Seniors in the core program attend two sessions in November and January to
assist them in college planning and application. The core program goals are to increase
students' self-esteem and to increase the number of youth who graduate from high school,
enroll in college or technical school, and receive scholarships.
In response to a research and demonstration project invitation to bid, the program
enhancement provided by JWB research and demonstration funds attempts to involve
more African American males as mentors from the community and to retain more mentors
in the program for a longer period of time. The senior-level program enhancement aims to
reinforce those skills learned during the junior year by increasing interaction with mentors.
Mentors receive training regarding mentoring and academic advising and are provided
clear guidelines for mentoring ratios, duties, activities, and responsibilities . In addition,
mentors were offered a stipend of $60.00 per month to compensate them for expenses
incurred as a result of being involved in the program.

c

The final report for fiscal year 1997-1998 focuses on student achievement, training
provided to mentors, mentor/mentee activities (on both group and individual levels), and
recruitment and retention of mentors during the year. Describing mixed results for the first
program year, the report highlights successes in meeting objectives connected with
student achievement (graduation rate, college enrollment, and merit scholarship awards)
and acknowledges difficulties associated with recruiting and retaining African American
male mentors. Modifications in some areas of the program are discussed as potential
solutions to problems. An Executive Summary of the project is attached. A copy of the
full report is available upon request.
Staff Resource Person: Julie M. Pelle

Alpha Leadership Program for Higher Achievement in School
Fiscal Year 1997-1998
Executive Summary

This report is submitted in partial fulfillment of the contract between the Juvenile
Welfare Board ofPinellas County (JWB) and the Alpha Leadership Education
Foundation, Incorporated. Alpha Leadership Education Foundation, Incorporated
responded to an invitation to bid issued by the Juvenile Welfare Board in 1996 to
implement a research and demonstration project as a program enhancement aimed at
involving more African-American men in mentoring activities. Demonstration projects
under this invitation to bid were made available as program enhancements in which
males constituted at least 50 percent of the mentor participants and individual mentors
were the same gender as the youth. Under this invitation to bid, funds could be continued
for up to three years. Alpha received funding for a program enhancement to their core
program. Although funding for this demonstration project was approved in 1996,
because the program enhancement coincides with the public school calendar, fiscal year
1997-1998 was the first year of operation for this demonstration project.
In collaboration with Eckerd College and the Pinellas County School Board, the
core program assists African-American students through the use of mentors in their junior
year of high school to complete high school and further their education in a college or
university. Acceptance in the core program is based on grade point average, enrollment
in college preparatory classes, and other information presented on the application which
tends to indicate the student's potential for achievement and leadership. Alpha
Leadership Program serves as a support group, provides networking opportunities for
students and their families who share similar goals, ideals and aspirations, and serves to
encourage students to complete high school and go to college. Recruiting and retaining
volunteer staff in the core program has been difficult. Since the core program began in
·
1978, staff turnover has ranged between 60 to 70 percent.
The program enhancement funded by the Juvenile Welfare Board is designed to
assist students in applying skills learned during the junior-level core program (including
decision making, planning for the future, public speaking, among others) by matching
students with an adult mentor during their senior year. Through the enhancement,
mentors responsibilities are carefully defined in terms of duties and time. Efforts to
recruit mentors include placing ads in local papers and through personal appeals by
individual staff. Monthly stipends ($60.00 per month for ten months) are offered to
mentors as a strategy to increase the number of mentors and to encourage continued
involvement in the program.
During fiscal year 1997-1998 (the first year for this demonstration project), results
for objectives were mixed. In terms of successes, in its first year, the senior-level
enhancement matched 31 students (out of 4 7 who had participated in the core program
during their junior year) with mentors. Fourteen African-American mentors (six were
male, eight were female) were involved throughout the ten-month program period, with
Alpha Leadership Program for Higher Achievement in School
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY FY 1997-1998

\

eight mentors staying in the program the entire time. Overall, this represents greater
retention of mentors throughout the year than in previous years, and more. males were
involved as mentors than prior to 1997.
For those 27 students who completed the program, available information indicates
that all objectives related to student achievement have been met or will be surpassed,
including the following:
All students completed high school (goal-95 percent);
Sixty-seven percent of students (18 of 27) enrolled in college within three
months of graduation (goal-95 percent within one year of graduation); and
Fifty-five percent of students (15 of27) have been awarded merit scholarships
(goal-ten percent).
Although many of the objectives were successfully met, some were not. As
required by the invitation to bid, the program sought to involve a minimum of 50 percent
African-American males as mentors. Throughout the year, 6 of 14 (43%) mentors were
African-American men; however, by the end of the program year (5/98), only one was
participating in the program. By September 1998, all had withdrawn. Informal feedback
from mentors identifies a variety of reasons for leaving the program, including conflict of
commitments and issues of mobility. Some indicate that they left because the mentoring
duties became overwhelming. Since the effect of stipends on recruitment and retention of
male mentors is a primary interest in this demonstration project, of significant interest is
the observation that, while the offer of stipends did seem to attract more male mentors as
recruits, it did not seem to impact their retention.
Based on the invitation to bid, it was agreed that student/mentor matches would
be of the same gender. As male mentors left the program, service delivery to male
students became stressed. While the maximum student-to-mentor ratio was set at five-toone, for males the ratio went as high as nine-to-one. Unfortunately, due to this lack of
mentoring service, four male students withdrew from the program.
Experiences during the first year have resulted in some changes for the next
program year. To safeguard against the negative effects of mentor withdrawal,
recruitment efforts are being stepped up through corporate appeals and additional
advertisements. To learn how the needs of participants are being met, a survey has been
developed for administration to mentors, students, and parents at the end of the program
year or whenever they leave the program. In this way, it will be possible to learn how
satisfied students, parents, and mentors feel with the experience and understand why
mentors remain with or leave the program. It is anticipated that through these efforts, the
program can be adapted to serve better the needs of students and mentors.

Alpha Leadership Program for Higher Achievement in School
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY FY 1997-1998
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Eckerd Youth Alternativerf»roject Rainbow- Final Year End Report to the
Juvenile Welfare Board
Upon Board approval in October 1996, Project Rainbow was undertaken as a research and
demonstration enhancement project for Eckerd Youth Alternatives Hi-Five Pinellas program.
The invitation to bid focused upon stimulating creative approaches to involve more African
American adult males in activities with youth on a consistent basis. Funding of up to.$14,917
was contracted for the first year and $12,742 for the second year. There was a possibility for
continuation for up to three years; however, fundir.g for a third year was not sought. The
purpose of the grant was to determine the most effective strategies and settings for recruiting
African American males to serve as mentors for at-risk elementary-age youth.
During the first year, the project design called for a comparison of a "targeted" approach
(whereby the recruiter emphasized a critical need for minority mentors) with a "non-targeted"
approach (whereby the recruiter delivered a generalized appeal for mentors to serve
students). A video was produced as part of the effort to develop a targeted message. It was
also of interest to learn which settings might prove to be the most fruitful for minority mentor
recruitment. Based on the study's design, the results appear to suggest that targeted
messages delivered in corporate settings and at culturally-relevant events result in slightly
more minority mentor recruits and yield a higher percentage of minority male mentor recruits
than do generalized messages delivered in a college/university setting. Interestingly, findings
indicate that minority-owned businesses, neighborhood associations, and predominantly
African American churches were not as productive as recruitment settings. Since both
strategies were not conducted in similar settings, it is difficult to know whether the strategy or
setting was key for influencing the number of mentor recruits.
During the second year, three focus groups were conducted to learn what influences African
Americans to volunteer as mentors. Specifically, the focus groups identified African
Americans' interest in mentoring, barriers to volunteering as mentors, benefits for mentors,
and strategies for retaining volunteers. A pilot survey of 39 individuals (21 minority group
members and 18 Caucasians) was conducted to shed light on factors that encourage or
discourage African Americans to mentor. Results suggest that certain factors affect African
Americans and Caucasians differently. In particular, African Americans indicated greater
willingness to volunteer than Caucasians if the mentored youth and program leadership were
of the same ethnic background as their own. In addition, African Americans expressed less
willingness than Caucasians to mentor outside their own neighborhood. Findings from this
pilot survey support observations gathered during focus groups and suggest that specific
recruitment strategy refinements may yield more minority mentors. These strategies and
other details about this project may be found in the attached Executive Summary. A copy of
the full report is available upon request.
Staff Resource Person: Julie M. Pelle

ECKERD YOUTH AL TER.t';ATIVES, INC.
PROJECT RAINBOW-- RESEARCH AND DEftfONSTRA TION PROJECT
EXECUTIVE SUl\l~lARY
YEAR ONE-FISCAL YEAR 1996-1997
YEAR T\\'0-FISCAL YEAR 1997-1998

L

r.\TRODUCTION

Project Rainbow was funded by the Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas in October 1996 as a research and
demonstration project for Eckerd Youth Alternatives' Hi-Five Pinellas program. This special project was
designed to address three fundamental questions related to recruitment and retention of African American
mentors, particularly males, including:

( 1) Are targeted recruitment strategies more effective in recruttmg African .-\merican mentors than
"shotgun" strategies which target the community at large?

(2) Are targeted recruitment strategies more effective in the neighborhood setting or corporate/business
setting?
( 3) Does engaging African American mentors in culturally specific activities result in lower attrition rates

and1or longer retention as a mentor?

c

1l1e need for minority mentors is longstanding, as recogn ized by a study conducted in 1986 by Big
Brothers/Big Sisters of Greater Tampa Bay in conjunction with the University of South Florida's Institute
on Black Life (January 1986). The study documented that the majority of more than 400 youth who were
on a waiting list to be matched \\ith a mentor were African American. Similarly, Hi-Five Pinellas ' need for
African American male mentors is also well established, with an average of less than seven African
American children matche.d with an African American mentor armually.
II. ,:\lethodology
Project Rainbow compared the effectiveness of targeted recruitment messages (e.g ., recruitment message
highlights the critical need for minority mentors, particularly males) \\'ith general recnlirn~enr messages
traditionally used by Hi-Five Pinellas (e.g ., recruitment message conveys the need for mentors, regardless
of race, ethnicity or gender). The study was designed by Hi-Five Pinellas to explore new recruitment
strategies in new settings while continuing recruitment strategies already being utilized by staff. For this
reason, targeted recruitment messages were used exclusively in the follov.ing settings: corporate, minorityO\\ned businesses, churches, neighborhood associations, and at culturally-relevant events. Ongoing
recruitment activities continued as usual, utilizing a general message targeting general audiences within the
college/university setting, at volunteer fairs, and during school-based activities.
Project Rainbow did not utilize an experimental or quasi-experimental design. Specifically, targeted and
general recruitment messages were not balanced across recruitment settings, thereby confounding the
relative effects of each. As such, no conclusions can be dra\'..n by directly comparing the results of targeted
and general recruitment strategies, since these strategies were used in different settings. While this is a
design limitation, the project resulted in findings useful to any mentoring program seeking to expand its
recruitment base.

c

Eckerd Youth Alternatiyes. Inc.
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Activities during the FY 1996-97 and FY 1997-98 funding periods included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

production of Mentor Recruitment Video (Year 01)
initiation of corporate/business recruitment strategy (Year 01)
initiation of neighl,orhood-based recruitment strategy (Year 01)
promotion via local African American print/radio media (Year 01)
initiation of culturally-relevant recruitment activities (Year 02)
facilitation ofthree minority focus groups (Year 02)
design/administration of a mentoring survey (Year 02)

III.

PROJECT FI~DINGS

General findings from Project Rainbow are summarized below. Caution is urged in drawing conclusions as
methodological constraints limit interpretation of the data.
•

General recruitment messages in which no special appeal was made for African American mentors
resulted in 28% more non-minority volunteers (25 volunteers) than minority volunteers (18 volunteers).
These results are typical of most traditional recruitment efforts which do not stress the need for African
American mentors.

•

Targeted messages resulted in 28 % more minoriry volunteers (25 volunteers) than Caucasian
Yo lumeers (18 volunteers) . This patrern suggests that minority individuals may be more likely to
mentor if the recruitment message is specific and emphasizes the need for their commitment.

•

Corporations and culturally-relevant events resulted in more minority volunteers recruited than m
minority-O\\ned businesses and churches combined.

•

Of a total 33 minority volunteers recruited (targeted and general recruitment messages), only five
(15%) were male. However, four of the five male minority volunteers (80%) were recruited as a result
of the targeted recruitment message. Again, while no firm conclusions can be drawn, these findings
suggest that targeted messages may be more effective in recruiting minority males.

IV. CO:\CLUSIONS
Findings suggest that mentoring programs will be more effective in recruiting minority mentors if they
conduct recruitment acti\~ties during culturally-relevant events while emphasizing the critical need for
minority mentors in their recruitment message. Other findings suggest:
•

non-traditional recruitment activities, particularly those involving corporations, require a great deal of
staff time and resources, as well as extensive building of relationships with Human Resources staff, in
order to be successful. In addition, corporations will not allow programs to selectively target minority
groups, a common barrier fer targeted mentor recruitment.

•

culturally-relevant activities allow mentoring programs to reach minority and other interested groups
\',ithout violating federal laws while enabling the recruiter to deliver targeted message. Project Rainbow
findings suggest that both reaching a targeted group and delivering a targeted message are both
important for optimum recruitment of minority volunteers.
2
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•

small, minority-o\\ned businesses typicaiiy do not have the time, employees or profit base that may
allow them to partner or actively participate in a mentoring program that requires the use of business
hours. An alternative might be for these businesses to encourage mentoring outside businesses hours by
offering incentives or special forms of recognition.

•

recruitment within the faith community is difficult for outside agencies. While the reason for this is
unclear at the present time, it is possible that parishioners prefer to limit volunteering to activities that
will benefit their ov.n church community. It may also be possible parishioners are already volunteering
enough of their time in the community and cannot make a long term commitment to mentoring. Funher
investigation is needed before this can be determined.

V.

I~IPLICA TIONS

FOR l\IENTORING PROGRAMS

Results from this two year project suggest that mentoring programs will be more effective in recruiting
minority mentors by:

c

(I) emphasizing the critical need for minority volunteers through "targeted" recruitment appeals, print
materials and recruitment videos;
(2) conducting recruitment activities at culturally-relevant events;
(3) expanding recruitment efforts to the corporate setting;
( 4) developing a strong recruitment program in colleges/university settings;
(5) avoiding time-consuming recruitment acti\ities that target multiple churches, neighborhood
associations and rninority-o\\ned businesses . Focus on building quality relationships with fewer groups
rather than targeting a large number of prospective groups or organizations.
(6) matching minority mentors with minority children who live in close proximity to their home;
(7) offering a stipend to assist mentors with the cost of mentoring acti\ities. Note that while offering a
stipend may pro\ide an additional incentive to prospective mentors, there is no evidence to suggest that
stipends impact retention of mentors. A strong mentor/youth relationship may, in fact, pro\ide the
strongest factor impacting retention of mentors.
(8) expanding recruitment efforts to include African American fraternities and sororities;
(9) recognizing mentors through formal recognition ceremonies.

In summary, findings suggest that mentoring programs will be more effective in recruiting minority mentors

if they conduct recruitment activities during culturally-relevant events while emphasizing the critical need
for minority mentors, particularly males. While corporations may also provide fertile grounds for
recruitment acti\ities, programs should avoid targeting special groups and, instead, use targeted messages
to appeal to potential minority mentors. Finally, recruitment acti\ities targeting rninority-ov.ned businesses,
neighborhood associations and churches should attempt to focus on building strong partnerships rather than
attempting to target multiple organizations or groups.

c
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Eckerd Youth Altern:Jtivcs, Inc.
Project Rainbow - Executive Summary
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MIDDLE SCHOOL AGED SUMMER SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM (MSASS)
At the April 1997 meeting, the Board approved funding for a pilot project, which would
provide scholarships for youth ages 10-14 to attend fee based summer programs. The
JWB funded the City of Clearwater and the City of St. Petersburg to implement the
program. The pilot was implemented in April, with only a 60-day start-up period and was
operational due to the cooperation of both cities. However, it was noted that agencies
required funding be available by March in order to plan for summer programs.
The project expanded and developed middle school summer programs to engage as
many of this population as possible in positive, supervised activities for the summer.
The budget for the initiative was $331,950, which would cover approximately 600
subsidies based on the average cost of $500 per subsidy and 5% administrative fees
for the Cities. The subsidies were available for children ages 10-14, who met free or
reduced lunch eligibility. Funding for the program was available to all non-profit and
governmental agencies in Pinellas County with fee based summer programs.
Applications for funding were submitted by 11 non-profit agencies, all of which received
at least partial funding. Recreation Departments for both the City of St. Petersburg and
Clearwater also received funding.

FY 97- 98 Program Results
Overall the program served 625 middle school youth.
The Breakdown is as follows:
MSSAS 97/98
South Countv
City of St Petersburg
R'Ciub
Pinellas Education Foundation
Bravo Learning Center
American Stage
Girls Inc.
Subtotal

c

North Countv
City of Clearwater
Garden Villas NFC
Girls Inc.- Condon Gardens
Girls Inc. - Rainbow Village

Full
236
7
8
10
3
14

Partial
200
1

Field Tri~s
43

278

201

43

21
6
2
8

2

Total Served Funded Amount
$130,525.00
479
$3,750.00
8
$4,000.00
8
$1 ,500.00
10
$600.00
3
$7,000.00
14

522

$147,375.00

21
8
2
8

$5,774.60
$2,135.00
$1,000.00
$4,000.00

10
10
13
9
9
88

African-American Leadership
R'Ciub
Ridgecrest Community Center
Suncoast Tennis Foundation
Suncoast YMCA
Subtotal

Grand Totals

366

13
13
214

10
10
13
9
22
103

2
45

625

$3,000.00
$5,000.00
$4,500.00
$2,250.00
$7,500.00
$35,159.60
1_182,534.60

$1,757.98
$7,666.04

Adm. Fees-North County
Adm. Fees South County

Total Prog_ram Dollars Reimbursed:

1_191,958.62

Staff has modified the FY 98-99 program based on agency feedback. Some non-profit
agencies indicated that sole sourcing these funds to the Cities limited competition. It
was also noted that allocations for this program must be available no later than the
second quarter of the fiscal year, to provide agencies with the opportunity to plan for
expansion of summer programming. This will also give agencies the opportunity to
create middle school summer programming.
It was noted that all agencies should have the opportunity to apply, whether they are
fee based or free. Staff has adapted the model to allow both scholarship and non-fee
based programs to apply.

FY 98-99 MSASS Program
The Board budgeted $286,000 in the FY 98-99 budget for the MSASS program and
transferred an additional $67,519 in November. The total budget for the initiative is
$353,519.
Staff has adapted the MSASS model for FY 98-99 based on analysis of the results as
well as feedback from the funded agencies and the cities.
This year, JWB staff will issue an RFP on January 8, 1999, rather than handling it
through intergovernmental transfer to the Cities of St. Petersburg and Clearwater.
Staff will bring funding recommendations to the Board in March.
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INTERIM FISCAL REPORTS
(UNAUDITED)

December 31, 1998

Prepared by
SUE W ALTERICK
FINANCE DIRECTOR
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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
COMBINED BALANCE SHEET - ALL FUND TYPES AND ACCOUNT GROUPS
December 31, 1998

Government
Fund

ilineral
ASSETS
Interest Bearing Deposits
Investments-De f. Camp. Plan
Due from Other Government
Due from Other Agencies
Note Receivable
Other Receivables
Deposits
Land & Improvements
Building & Improvements
Furniture,Fixtures&Equip.
Accumulated Depreciation
Due from Interfund Transfers
Amt.Provided for Comp.Absn.

FUl\'D EQUITY
Investment in Fixed Assets
Fund Balance
Contributed Capital
Retained Earnings
Reserved: Encumbrances
Unreserved: Disability
Anniversary
Cooperman-Bogue
FlY Expend.Desi
Undesignated
TOTAL FUND EQUITY
TOTAL LIAB.&FUND EQUITY

Account Groups

Fixed Asset

Component
Unit

LT Debt

TOTALS

£CLB.

$23 ,809,308

$23,809,308

240,440
424,835

14,534
7,178

106,101
682

(237,033)

(2, 139)

(656)

434,296
2,752,850
612,262
65,552
$24.303.102

LIABILITIES
Vouchers & Accounts Payable
Other Payables
Accrued Liabilities
Def.Comp.due to Employees
Due to Interfund Transfers
Deferred Revenue
TOTAL LIABILITIES

Proprietary
Funds
Internal/
Enterprise

(781,646)
110,273
$2.535.346

(175,825)
$612.262

65,096
19,782
2,902

$511 246
$511.246

($69.698)

$361,075
$432,695
($239,828)
$0
$434,296
$2,752,850
$612,262
($781 ,646)
$0
$5 11 246
$27.892.258

$65,096
19,782
514,148

511,246

$24,948,615
1,933,385
334,966
395,971
87,571
113,988
20, 150
434,296
2, 126,696
1' 117,774
(682,696)
982,221

52..1....53.4
$32.404.471

105,920
106,422
403,297
1,933 ,385
982,221

2U66
.81..18Q

Q

Q

.lli..24Q

Q

612,262
320,301

4,873,723
2, 149,514
362,106

3627511

612,262
5,194,024
2,149,514
362,106

587,032
6,679 ,763
2,231,700
155,820
3,430
248,104

260,650

260,650

3,487
4,136,613
14 240 842
24 215 322

3,487
4,136,613
2 535 345

6.1.2.262

Q

(382 998)
(62 621)

14.514 516
21 223 232

4,107
3,088,185
15 ZZ8 812
28 ZZ6 260

s~~.JDJ.lD~

$2,~;1~.;1~~

S!il~.~!i~

s~n.~~!i

!S!i2,!i2Zl

~~Z.8~.~~8

SJ~.~Q~.~ZI

2.3.m
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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
INTERIM STATEMENT OF REVENUE, EXPENDITURES & CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
FOR PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1998
(CURRENT Y.T.D. % = 25%)

REVENUE
Property Taxes
Fees
Intergovernmental
Interest on Investments
Miscellaneous
Proprietary
Component Unit- PCLB
TOTAL REVENUE

EXPENDITURES
Administration
Children's Programs
Non-Operating
Proprietary
Component Unit- PCLB
TOTAL EXPENDITURES

ANNUAL
BUDGET

MONTHLY
ACTUAL

Y.T.D.
ACTUAL

$27,175,235
47,400
138,750
700,000
331 ,685

$17,839,799
7,212

$18,573,287
24,033

74,055
331,940
68,733
.8k.Q23.

77,429
579,181
93,449
128.444

28,393,070

18.~03,832

(3,329,802)
(27 ,362,605)
(1 ,002,989)

68%
51%
0%
11 %
175 %

76%
27%
7%
12 %
65 %

12.~ZS,82J

69%

75 %

(836,740)
(2,961,174)
(515,168)
(69,724)
(518 442)
(4,901,248)

25%
11 %
51 %

21%
11 %
46%

(31,695,396)

(355,808)
(1 ,424,227)
(413,794)
(27,453)
(312 ~QZ)
(2,540,689)

15 %

16 %

(3.3Q2.326)

15 863 143

14 574.575

OTHER FIN.SOURCES
Operating Transfers from JWB

EXCESS(Deficiency) of
Revenue over Expenditures
CONTRIBUTED CAPITAL
RETAINED EARNINGS
INVESTM.IN FIXED ASSETS
FUND EQUITY
RESERVED
Encumbrances
UNRESERVED
Disability
Cooperman Bogue
F /Y Expenditure
Undesignated
TOTAL FUND EQUITY

YTD as % of Bdgt.
1997
1998

2, 149,514
362, 106
612,262

3,302,326

260,650
3,487
4,136,613
5.124 Q25
$27.293.232

.....

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENDITURES
FOR PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1998
(CURRENT Y.T.D. % = 25%)

DIRECTOR

SPECIAL ASSISTANT

COMMUNICATIONS

FINANCE

ADMIN. TEAM

PROGRAMS

COMMUNITY SVCS.

RESEARCH

TRAINING

Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL

MONTH
BUDGET ACTUAL
150,445
18,770
41 ,000
683

Y.T.D.
ACTUAL
39,711
2,973

1999
26 %
7%

%of Budget
1998
20%
28 %

191,445

19,453

42,684

22 %

21 %

94,777
20,630

5,878
75

13 ,062
186

14 %
1%

21 %
9%

115,407

5,953

13,248

11 %

19 %

220,365
68,940

28,035
1,782

62,230
6,264

28%
9%

21 %
9%

289,305

29,817

68,494

24%

18 %

260,521
50,350

29,909
10,876

72,592
21 ,962

28 %
44 %

24 %
34 %

310,871

40,785

94,554

30 %

25 %

285,644
221,400

28,425
7,458

63,645
23,480

22 %
11 %

20%
26 %

507,044

35,883

87,125

17 %

23 %

Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL

592,469
19,826

65 ,489
1,994

154,425
5,244

26 %
26 %

22 %
51 %

612,295

67,483

159,669

26 %

23 %

Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL

492,513
46,561

49,835
2,458

118,406
6,500

24 %
14 %

22 %
11 %

539,074

52,293

124,906

23 %

21 %

270,576
68,268

30,766
10,441

66,595
14,387

25 %
21 %

19 %
9%

338,844

41,207

80,982

24 %

17 %

285,615
139,902

39,495
23,439

96,826
68,252

34 %
49 %

20 %
23 %

425,517

62,934

165,078

39 %

21 %

J.J~2.8~

J~~.8~~

836.740

25 %

21 %

Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL
Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL
Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL
Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL

Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL
Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL

ADMINISTRATION TOTAL:

c

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
INVESTMENT REPORT
FOR PERIOD ENDING 12/31198

BANK

ACCOUNT

AVG.RATE

BALANCE

Market Investment for
Disability Self Ins.Fund

2.17%

$256,463.06

$463 .06

AmSouth

Pooled Funds

4.45%

$23,265,913.58

$57,371.40

FL Local Gov.
Surplus Trust

Investment Pool

5.26%

$639,208.35

$2,841.89

$24.161.584.22

$60.616.35

AmSouth

c
BUDGET COMPARISON
(Year To Date)
BUDGET

YTD ACTUAL*

%

Over/Under

$700,000

$137,171.52

20%

($562,828.48)

* = Includes interest adjustments for the month not reflected in the interim statements.

c

YIELD

BUDGET AMENDMENTS TIDS MONTH

NONE

EXISTING AGENCY ADVANCES
African American Leadership
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity
Asian FACE
Child's Park Outreach
Ervins
Family Service Center
Foundation Village
Greater Ridgecrest Board of Directors,Inc
IMA
Pinellas County Urban League
Safety Harbor Neighborhood Center
Sgt. Allen Moore Partnership
YWCA
TOTAL

NEW AGENCY ADVANCES

17,000
4,250
16,103
3,000
3,836
83,333
13,175
1,485
28,000
13,597
3,500
13,370
19,565

$220 214

BOARD MEETING, 1/14/99 ITEM VI.J.
PERSONNEL REPORT FOR DECEMBER 1998

JWB ADMINISTRATION
New Hires:
Separations:
Transfers:
Promotions:
Reclas$ification:
Salary Actions:
Anniversaries:

Staff Items:

None
Striba, Diana- 12/31/98
Wilson, Marlene- 12/ 14/98
None
None
None
Cox, Trenia- 12/10/98 - One Year
Hudson, Janice- 12/04/95- Three Years
Needham, Pamela- 12/15/98- One Year
Simpson, Judith- 12/8/93 - Five Years
Wilson, Marlene 12/07/87- Eleven Years
Winn, Krista- 12/01/97- One Year
None

NEW HIRES
License Board:

None

SEPARATIONS
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:

None
None
None

TRANSFERS
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:

Jorgensen, Audrey - 12/ 1/98- To CCC Personnel System
Stanton, Karen - 12/ 1/98 - To CCC Personnel System
None
None

PROMOTIONS
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:

None
None
Santoro, Ann to MFC Counselor, Pay Grade V

RECLASSIFICATION
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:

None
None
None

SALARY ACTIONS
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:

None
None
None

ANNIVERSARIES
Coordinated Child Care:

Beagles, Gloria- 12/03/90- Eight Years
Bell, Jere - 12/18/89 - Nine Years
Burton, Kathy - 12/21192 - Six Years
Cooley, Guy- 12/28/81 - Seventeen Years
Hom, Celeste - 12/14/87 - Eleven Years
Jamison, Liza - 12/18/89 - Nine Years

License Board:

Marriage & Family:
STAFF ITEMS
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:

Hutcheson, Elaine- 12/11195 - Five Years
Rachal, Elaine - 12/02/91 -Seven Years
Vaughn, Linda- 12/02/91- Seven Years
Dye, Gladys - 12/07/92- Six Years

None
None
None

Regular
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SITE VISIT
SCHEDULE & SUMMARIES
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PROGRAMS & FINANCE DEPARTMENT
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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
6698 68TH AVENUE NORTH SUITE A
PINELLAS PARK, FLORIDA 33781-5060
TELEPHONE: 727-547-5600

RATING CRITERIA

FOR
MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES

101% +

Obje<.:tive Exceeded
Objective Met

,,

100%

Objective Substantially Met

95-99%

Objective performance Needs Improvement
Objective Performance Seriously Deficient

70-94%
Below 70%

Outstanding

Exceeded or met 1OOca of objectives

Excellent

Exceeded, met, or substantially met 90ca of objectives

Satisfactory

Exceeded, met or substantially met at least 70ca of objectives

Unsatisfactory

Exceeded, met, or substantially met less than 70ca of objectives

c
SITE VISIT SCHEDULE

January 1999

Sixth Judicial Circuit Court of Florida
Guardian Ad Litem

January 21, 1999

Board Members are invited to participate in site visits. For information, please contact
Lisa Sahulka, 547-5643.

c

c

•.

SITE VISIT SUMMARIES

FOR:

Directions for Mental HealthPreschool Consultation Program

C

Site Visit Summary

Agency:
Program:

Directions for Mental Health
Preschool Consultation

Fiscal Year: 1997-98
Program Budget: $ 64,014
JWB Allocation: $ 56,704
Cost Per Client:
$ 425
(Based on FY 96/97)

Date of Visit: October 20, 1998

Program Description
The Preschool Consultation Program provides in-home parenting skills training, child
specific and program specific consultation to area preschools, and training workshops for
parents, caretakers and the general public. As its name implies, the program is designed
to serve the preschool population and their families.

c

During the site visit, program management and staff were interviewed; a Florida Diagnostic
and Learning Resource System (FDLRS) screening site was visited where screenings were
observed; the program's progress toward meeting its objectives was reviewed; individual
client files were read; and the program was reviewed for contract compliance.
Based on preliminary program data for the end of fiscal year 1997-98, it is clear that the
program exceeded all of its objectives and minimum service levels.
No recommendations or requirements were made as a result of the site visit.

Contract Manager: Lynn Hildebrand

c
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Training Center
c

Monthly Update of Planned Activities
January 1 - January 31, 1999
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PROFESSIONALS TRAINED:
DEC.
DEC.
DEC.

1996:
1997:
1998:

228
740
268

YTD 1995/6:
YTD 1996/7:
YTD 1998/9:

2,667
3,230
2,444

YTD 1995/6:
YTD 1996/7:
YTD 1998/9:

342
993
920

COMMUNITY EDUCATION PARTICIPANTS:
DEC.
DEC.
DEC.

1996:
1997:
1998:

25
338
116

TOTAL NUMBER OF TRAINEES:
PROFESSIONALS AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION:
DEC.

1998:

384

PROFESSIONALS TRAINED AND
COMMUNITY EDUCATION PARTICIPANTS:
1998/1999
1997/1998
1996/1997
1995/1996
1994/1995
1993/1994

3,364
13,072
16,937
9,985
10,971
23,518

YTD 1998/9:

3,364

YEAR TO DATE fYTD)
1992/1993
199111992
1990/1991
1989/1990
1988/1989
1987/1988

18,037
14,202
10,790
12,193
13,459
8,045

()
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JWB TRAINING CENTER MONTHLY UPDATE OF PLANNED ACTIVITIES

DATE
114/99

SITE

PLANNED ACTIVITY
East Meets West

JWB

1/5,6,7,8 Principles and Practices of
Kingian Nonviolence
/99
117/99

North
Greenwood
Community
Center
Raising Kids With Character JWB

117199

Building Self-Esteem In
Children

118199

Positive Parenting

Dept. of
Children and
Families
JWB

1/11199

Reinventing Yourself

JWB

1112199

Encouraging the
Discouraged Child

111315199

Foundations of Youth
Development

Lakeview
Fundamental
Elementary
School PTA
DaySpring,
Ellenton, FL

1115199

Domestic Violence: The
Link To Many Problems

1119/99

Youth On The Move

St. Pete
Suncoast
Assoc. of
Realtors
2dn Street
Church of
Christ

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This workshop will present information on
the diversity among Asian cultures.
Youth, ages 10-15, will learn the
principles and practices of nonviolence as
articulated by the Florida Martin Luther
King Jr. Institute for Nonviolence.
Professionals will learn about developing
empathy, the basics of character
development, criticar thinking, and service
learning.
Participants will learn strategies for
building strengths in families.
Participants will learn positive discipline.

PRESENTOR(S)

TYPE

Bun Hap Prak

Professional

Kim Townsel

Community
Education

Jim Andrews, M.A.

Professional

Jack Hartmann,M.A.

Professional

Lucy Malinski, B.A.

Professional

Participants will learn Choice Theory and James Noyes, Ed. D.
how to help others in using this process.
R.J. Doody, Ph.D.
Parents, guardians, and faculty will learn
skills for encouraging children ages 5-11.

Professional

This seven-session retreat will certify 20 Susan Biszewski-Eber, M.A.
Janice Hudson
individuals as Level 1 Youth Workers.
Gary Dudell, Ph.D.
Jim Andrews, M.A.
Participants will learn treatment and Frieda Widera
solutions for victims, perpetrators, and Colleen Zurcher-McGauren
Kelly Twiss
witnesses of domestic violence.

Community
Education

Children's Services Committee Meeting

-OVER-

Brenda Ball, L.M.H.C.

Community
Education

Professional

Community
Education

1/19,21, Principles and Practices of
26,28/99 Kingian Nonviolence

AmeriCorps,
Pinellas Park,
FL

1/20/99

Child Care Advocacy

JWB

1121/99

Building Strengths In
Families
lnreach to Outreach

JWB

1122199

Effective Communication In
The Workplace

1/22,291

99

Developing Tools for a
Positive Culture

St. Pete
Suncoast
Assoc. of
Realtors
Americorps,
P-Tec South

1/25199

Women And Shame

JWB

1127/99

Public Speaking

JWB

1127199

Youth Development Forum
- Asset Development
Pathfinders
Video conference with
Springfield College, San
Diego Campus

Boyd Hill, St.
Petersburg, FL

1/22199

1128/99

JWB

Kinko's, Tampa,
FL

1129/99

Essential Needs

Family Partners

1129/99

Building Self-Esteem In
Children

JWB

Youth, ages 10-15, will/earn the
principles and practices of nonviolence as
articulated by the Florida Martin Luther
King Jr. Institute for Nonviolence
Children's Services Committee Meeting

Kim Townsel

Community
Education

Brenda Ball, L.M.H.C
Gary DuDe//, Ph.D.

Community
Education
Professional

Mike Navarra, M.A.

Professional

Carol Price, M.A.

Professional

Staff of Americorps will develop skills
related to anger management, social
skills, moral reasoning, and affirmation of
values.
Participants will/earn about shame and
Joss issues to be addressed within the
helping relationship.
Participants will/earn practical skills for
improving public speaking.
This youth development forum will be
hosted by Pathfinders·at Boyd Hill. We
will be discussing Asset number 16.
This video conference is a continuation of
the dialogue between JWB and
Springfield College/Tampa and San
Diego.
Children's Services Committee Meeting

Kim Townsel

Professional

Christina Bellamy, L.M.H.C.
Marti Newbold, L.M.H.C.

Professional '

Jack Hartmann

Community
Education
I
Professional

Participants will/earn about empowering
children, being an effective role model,
and helping children find their
uniqueness.

Lucie Malinski, B.A.

Participants will/earn strategies for
building strengths in families.
Participants will focus on personal belief
systems and the affect they have on the
caregiver's maintenance of personal
resources to share with users of service.
Participants will/earn practical skills for
improving communication.

Pathfinders Staff

Susan Biszewski-Eber, M.A
Joan Bliss, M.S. W.
R.J.Doody, Ph.D.
Rick DaVilla, Ph.D..
Brenda Ball, M.S., L.M.H.C

1

Professional

Community
Education
Professional

I services to children •
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THE LIST

Nonprofit agencies
ranked by 1997-98 operating budget

- ------------------------------------------------------------------------Senior executive
Services
1997·98 budget Volunteers Primary funding sources
Agency
'• revenue to

Address
Phone/fax

1

l S221~1H>n I

LlloPeth Hospice
' 301 0 W. Azeele Sr.. Tampa 33609
(8 13) 877-2200/(8 13) 8 72·7037

2

Goodwill lndustries-Suncoast
10596 Gandy Blvd .. St Petersburg 33733
(727) 523· 151 2/(727) 577·2749

3

Tampa Unlt~Uethodlst-C~~ ----,--,6.9 million
2801 N. 17th St., Tampa 33605
2 .6
1~ 1 3~-2~8-62591(61 3) 2 48·2423
_ - - - '_ _

4
--5- G
7

8

A. Lee Watts
CEO
R1chard E Lud ... .g

Wetfare-to-wolic transition services; job
coactting. supported employment; substance
abuse treatment

Donations (58°o)

Government grants (6%}

EarlYCtiiidhood ResourcH
P .0. Box 1388. Hoghland Crty 33848
(941) 644·84M'(941) 644·8357

15.2 m•llion

NR
121

Lutheran Services Florida
3507 Frontage Road. .:Jso. Tampa 33607
(6 13) 286·9550 (813) 268-9151

14 2 m!Uion
11

NR
410

300.000

4

•

- Re; Louis

housing management: SHARE Tampa Bay. TUMC

Executtve

Corporate, Individuals

Research fund1ng . community education. prevent10n
programs

I State

1 Elaine V10tano
State mandated childcare training: resource and
referral; subsidized childcare; prekindergarten, teen
Prestdent, CEO
parent programs, Headst3rt!Potk, Highlands. Hardee cos. Dave Hallock

Government grants (80°o}
Contributions (13°o}
Program service fee s {7~o)

Ch•ldren. youth and family services: guardranshtp:
refugee and rmmtgra!1on: employment: l'lousmg. d•saster
response: legal ser.-tces. Ftorida

I

I

.Drug Abuse Comprehensive Coordinating Office
..:..:22 E Columbus Or1ve. Tarrpa 33605
18131 623·3500 (813) 626·4063

Mote M'arini litN);atory

-

I

1,000
800

8 5 m•ll•on
14.8

500
280

7 mill•on
20

1.000
125

- · - -- -·~236

1

- · The Florida OrcheStra - - 101 S . Hoover Blvd.. #100. Tampa 33609
(8 13) 266-11 701(8 13) 286·231 6

-

- --------------

-·-

Lowry Partt Zoo
6 mi!llon
7530 North Blvd .. Tampa 33604
25
(81 3) 9~5·8552/(8!~ 935·94~6_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ -

150

Family Se rvice Centers of Pinellas County
2960 Roosevelt Blvd.. Clearwater 33760

58 million
18.86

400
135

5- mitlion
11

50
135

1437 S. Belcn'!r Road, Clearwater 33764
(727) 524-44641(727) 524·4474
Boys & Girls Clubs of Tampa Bay
3020 W. Laurel St.. Tampa 33607
(813) 875·5771 (813) 875·5483

- ·---- --

F1onda government (45°o)
H.asborough County 11 2"o)
Federal governrnel'\t (12°o)

Suostance abuse educa110n. prevent:on. tntervent10n.
treatment and after-care for •ndiVIduals and famll:es
H:lls::>orough Counry

6111 Janes
Execut1ve d1rector
Mache•le ~.1arer

35-weel< season which includes local concerts and
touring around the state
Statewide, primarily Pinellas, Hillsborough counties

Kathryn Helm
Executive d1ree1or
Raymond Murray

PhD fellowships. taw scholarships, K-12 prograrr.s
Florida

Israel Tn:=.~l e Jr
President
Paul Kenns

J• N enile W e t1are Bgacrt f?9°0)
Fees, Med•care (25°o)
Flonda government (25°o)

Florida government (2JO~)
lees (42%)
IProgram
Juvenile Wetfare Board ( 1~~)

400•
110

!

Thomas J Buc-:ley
Execut•ve d1rec1or
John Scnaefer

- - -- - ----·-- --·-·

, Kumar Mah.adevan
Executive dt:ector
• Ar.rea Goldstetn
--L---

i

Government grants (45°0)
Contributo rs (33°o)
Untied Way (1 8~o}
Department of Juvenile

48

-

Counseling. physical and sexual violence prevent1on.
fam1ly life education. welfare-to-work. home health.
sexual assault trea tment/Pinellas County

Suzanne G ~S'l:'l VJ se
Execwt1ve d 1 ~ector
A. Lo1s V-lorlos

~=~th~h~~~;c~ric~e~~~~ 5~utreach
Primarily middle and upper Pinellas County

R. Thomas R:i g
CEO
Jerry Dic~1r.son

Comprehensive youth development (character. leaCer·
ship development: education. career development:
arts: health, hfe skills: sports.!Hillsbarough Counry

Roy Opfer
Pres1dent
Dan Hev•a

to

1

Shelters tor runaway, troubled. homelesS. in-crisis

,..Jane L:-Harper

1 Justice (51~0)
'
16
130
youth: individual, group, family counseling; runaway
I Pres'C1enl. CEO
893~1~~~~~~) -~~.:_1:_:
15::2-------~-----.J...i_____l'::
:'::e'::
nl=le"::W:=
: e:'lta::r:':e~Boa
:::':'rd~
(1:'6~
e:o'::)=:'·p:re::.v:.:•::.:n:::
tkl:n::.·:.ed
=
uca
=lkl:::"_:_'':._;::_:
P n•:::l:las
:·~.:.::
M:an:.::a:te:::e:_::
co:::u:n:.: tie:::s:.._____ j 0oug_2_~~
1 Juv

P.O. Box 13087, St. Petersburg 33733

_ (727)

Adult day tra1n1ng. supported employment. suoporr:ed
1tv1ng. ret1rement and res•denttal ser.-1ces. early
interventton.lnorthern P•nellas county

Raben B. G:lcenson
President. CEO
James lvey

Lex Salisbury
• Pres1dent. CEO
Dick Stohler

j

-..1-9-- FamilY RHOUrces::--- - - - -- - - - - -,; ---,4) - million

1

84

4.8 million
11

Cun Tnomas
Pres1cent
Judy Holland

MariOe science research and- eduCatiOOWtth 70-+
current research investigations
International

Government grants ano
appropnations (82°o),
Investment earnings (1 8°o)

(727) 53 1·0462 (727) 536·7867

-17- -Oiri!ctions for Mental Heatth

Borinre Harvey
President, CEO
, Lou Ann Palmer

Re-search g; ants {34.3°'o)
Aquarium (22 1°c)
Restrtcted contnoufiOr,s {17.i~o)

AdmiSSIOnS (4 1°·0)
• Individuals {26C¥o)
: Corporate (8~~l

27
20
10

Florida Educatio n Fund
20 1 E Kennedy Bl\ld.. •1525. Tampa 33602
(813) 272·27721(813) 272·2784

Hillsborough, east Pasco counties

---------~·------------------------------ ---

900

9

James A. we·:s
CEO
John F rer~:ng

,Social services
1

. State government (62.5co)
Private. Cltent payments (9•o)
Fundraising. contnbut.ons (8°o)

25
170

- - -6.4 m.thon

Membership dues (440:0)

l 6~~~~~~~s (~~~;o)

(941) 386-4441.(941) 388·4312

Lope·

Children & Fam1lies
(80.2%), local school districts
(7.3",;,)

I
I

Jones

d~rector

John J. Brennan
Execut1ve \iCe pres.oc:~t
Gary Sasta .v

SuppO(tS ys-lem for te;-m inauYiilpittentS and- t-h9ir Hospice of South-west FtOrldoi - - 12 million
1,150
~ Med;care.'Medicaid (82%)
150
Unreimbursed care (1 1 ~·0)
famrlies
5955 Rand Bl\ld.. Sarasota 34238
NR
.Sarasota, Manatee. Chal1one. DeSoto counties
(9<11) 923-58221(941 ) 921-58 13
I
Private ;nsurance (7%)
----------~--------~------L-----------------~-------------------Preschool Otscovery learning Cenler: adult res•den:.al.
Pinellas Association to r Retarded Cit izens
11.2 million
Grants, government (63° ..)
350
supponed ltv1ng. employment: shel:ered workshop:
3190 Tyrone Blvd. N . St. Petersburg 33710
19
350
Eam~d t~ome (24°0)
1
resale store, national spons network/S t. Petersburg
(727) 3-:5·9111/(727) 345·7 130
1 Contnbut•ons ( 13~o)

10 million
14

First Stop of Sarasota
2800 Bah1a Vtsta. Sara sota 34239

4.5 million
7

-

Rick l udwig

6

12

20

1-

81

tS 9 m1thon

1600 Ken Thompson ParK¥-,ay. Sarasota

18

.Charity care (14~0)
Insurance (6.50:.)

837

American Heart Association. Florida/Puerto
Rico Atfiliate '9900 Ninth St. N .. St. Petersburg
33716 (727) 570·6809;(727) 570·6909

11

16

Femar.dez
I'Kathy
President. CEO

MedicareJMed;caid (79.5",;,)

700
400
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10

T

Tille
Board cha irperson

~-~--,-~~-,~~-----~~~---=~~~-~~~~~~~~~-------~i 6.C>OO-. ! Program revem.les (88•.;.)
Rosa Valdez. Cuscaden Centers for at-nsk children:

Upper Pinellas Association tor Retarded
Cit izens t501 N. Belcher Road. Clearwater 33765
(7271 799·3330 (727) 799·4632

14

Geographic range

!

325

19 million
13.5

- - Tampl M;t;"QpoliUn Area YMCA
ttO East Oak Ava., Tampa 33602
9 (81
3) 224·96221(813) 229·5949

13

Paid staff

administrative

110

Cl•ent fees (30%)
Federal, state depanments of
, corrections (19'"o)

92

(941) 366·5333 (9-11) 953-4673

Assessm ent, detoxtfication, intensive residenllal,
transttional residential. dual~dta gnosis res1dential,
out -patient treatmenVSarasota Counry and beyond

-

Larry Btrch
ExecU1•ve dtrector
Judy Gaffney

I

--- ------:-;:;-;;=~=:c:----~-,--;-;:-:::'=-:--...----:;;;--f==:-::::~::-:::;-==:=;-::-T;::-;;-=::-::c;-=;-::-::--,:-:-:;-:==:-;::-=::;-:-c-:;;:----,-;::c-:-:-:.,.-;-;--;o:-:=-::=-;-:- l
MacDonald Training Center
1 4.5 million
78
~ Federal, state, toea! governments 1FuH range of training and placement for people wtth
! George H . Pennington Jr.
430J Boy Seoul Bl\ld ., Tampa 33607
10.9
130
(66%), Sales ( 16',;,), Un;ted Way ,developmental disab;t;lies
PreSident
(813) 870-1300/(8 13) 872·60 10
(14%)
,
·,
jHiltsborough
County
·
·
·
·
Paul Flynn
1

T

Metropolitan Ministries
22 2002
N. Florida Ave.. Tampa 33602
1613) 209-1000'(813) 273·9000
Un ~C~~eb;;i-Pi.lsy of Tampa B•y
2-3- ; 2215
E. Henry Ava., Tampa 33610
(813) 239-1 179/(813) 237-3091

T

25
Noles:

4.2 million

I

YWCA of Tampa Bay
655 Second Ave. S., St. Petersburg 33701
(727) 896-4629 '(727) 821·3478

4 million

10
4 million

7

I Individuals (65%}

NR
NR

3

I

Businesses. corporations (1 5%}
Govemment granls (7%}

I
·

120
95

Goverivnent contracts and
grants (43%), Program tees
(31%). Un~ed Way (15%)

II

1

!

Morris Hintzman
President
James Kostoryz

!

:Developmental preschool, childcare; 1f1erapy: tamHy
Karen Ryals
support, tending library. employment training/Hillsborough.1 E•ecurtve director
Pinellas, Pasco, P~k. Citrus, Hernando counties
j Stephen A. Mart1n

Public funds, grants (49°0)
: .ijA'enjle We lfare Bpard 127%)
Onoted Way (9'\o)

J

Provide food, clothing, shelter, counseling/case
management. educational opportunities. job counseling,
fellowship, worshtp services/Tampa Bay area

Emergency shelter for homeless families; childcare:
educational programs for pregnant teens; afterschool
tutorial progran'V'Pinellas County

Peggy Sanchez M•lls
Execut1ve d1rector
Carlen Petersen
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- - rJon ParWns - - 10909 Memorial H;ghvjay, Tampa 33615
g _s
113
Fammes (34.1%),
1servicas; community outreach prog rams
j' Executh-e d;rector
Contributions (29.6%)
jHil sborough. Pinellas, Pasco. Polk. Manatee countH!s
Ann Torgusen
. (813) 855-4435/(613) 455-8640

j

·.~ OSI (Mo.~seum

of Science and Industry) and Suncoast Center for Community Mental Health dtd not respond to requests lor information. NR·not reported. T1es are ltsted alphabettea!ty.

Research by Jackie McConnell (research littbbj.com)

Next week' s lists: High-technology companies, Highest-pa id CEOs
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A FIERCE RADIANCE: Mari Truong stands on the playground at the Sou:heast Asi.ir1 Preschool in Sl. Petersburg. Although she is still 11ery younp. Mari already SP.o.:lliS H • I A•~ i:lt
the w orld through the eyes of someone who will never surrender.

'1111:\' rm· dtihhl'll ofjiw, tfu~ )'OIIngtst 11/('lllh£'1'.\ r{Srmtftm.\t .-biatt njitgi'Cjinni/in il'ftll flfi<'C 11111/t' tu .-J11u 1iu1

ajin mt!uring u·ar all(/ chaos. Only 3 or -! _wars olrl. tltt)' 111/t.,t lmm tn adrtjJ! Io tlteir llt<t' rotc nit)'. So 1-; 'I' I'}' c/tt_Y.
IItty ridc o htt' to u small jnrschool in St. P..trnburg.
lu

~)

i\'o;r• it is lljJto ,\ft~, . Cru;e and othct) utili/· _,(/,on!

il'llclt tltrs1' c!tildn·n a ne11•languag1', t!tr utystnies ofa twa· ml!tm· and ~mile /Jasir lessons abouttlmnlf'b

tlu· uuf,irlt• ;l'Cirld.

1

fl lltl

But titnr is s!tmt, and tlu• cl/(/1/f'llge Oi'l'n.l'hdming. Can it be t!ullr?
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ON THE BUS: Children from the preschool gaze through the windows of a Pinellas Cour.ty school bus that takes the students some as young as 3 years old -to and from the preschool.
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TRYING IT ON: Hao Nguyen wears a firefighter's outftt. Knowing that many of the children are frightened of
people in uniform, the teachers encourage them to slip into such costumes during pfaytime.
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SQUIRMING 8001£$: Children op<owt ocross 1he classroom corpet. going tlvough the motions ol resti"') after coming in from the playground.
...,~ , ... -d .\s)l{:t+io-.h.~h.'\iU.to..:tt..r.J~.

Ji\ 11."1~ ~1M.

About this stoty
~ ,....-s a,o.
En)' O"A'D

1

l nn:aed about~ 5t!C~a.'it ,\ .q,-vl ~·h....ll •'h!k· t»i."',,l:

fhUdrm ~ lhtir pr?'l'Choul Ud 'n Ws...••hi..·h ..J-..11"\.,. tho.· S.l.'l)l' J,."!f'\l!'ld, a!

I

Prttnburr church. In dt< ~I •~ ht-r tht· A.4...n ct.U.Irrr. s_..~

5L

:-.ill.: l\.b l.on.'VI U• "di~tr;)I,,":,"\J

:ut~l J\"""J..-;it,-. .. ntlk.' N. &.~~thul;

mthr1:~ar~... .w..~"' dw-m~in.- ~.~~.ol«t·. l .,. •::~J.n.Q ..,J ~o. ~-.....,.

.....,...
.,., 1\.rtt. Ll~o.'\' amr ll'l .~ I wwdt.nd "-""· ~~ tlr v l~>lt\n:.... wul ...h.ll th..'l.."'

'· '· •, : , ,. ·I, 1~•· """ r.. .... 1~ ......
., jf,.J J,.,,_,,..,,,,.;. ,)

lro n ...l: .... ....illttl• low .. u ..-c.~l!\1)
.,,,. ~\,....,.

..,_tl.o\...,.. o4l,ot;;""l':~

!•.,, '"' ,., .. 11\ll.!U)· ~L; ia.:.lroll,..r

, :,II,, 1. ;~t ~, ..,,. ,~ '\! \1 ,. il h c.,.,,,..,!
.l... U •·•·:! .. mt••th 1.-......+.~.! .;: :.:.,
\'o"i nl"l~~o ' 1,. J cl1\ ~r· hu - :.J.," 1~ •• ~.1
''" a• I!.,; ••ullc~ r...r. \ ' w.d .... ,,..:v· t

d ""

JWJ,·,.n .,.,.

:i:~::..~;:\:, ~:.~·~ :~~~~~ :; 1:," r!i ~

·~tt-d to &:~nlx~· QI.t'neandinck<..w." &n.:)u~~~b.:iTrl.kof\t.! v.e oJ!<oVoi.W•·.J ·
p'1"11\iqioa hen lhtio' plm\ts.
5omt fA~ dliUrt'TI I t tht tt•ho"JOI i 'i ~· too() f\illff'k~ II fvrm.oJ ,o\si.:111 lwtll :mJ it
akial.anle-, ~hicb ~ t.Jmt.1i.~ .o\nletbn.. Sul.."l' tt!H, ~ a··nt.1' ..., W. ..~Jr'J,'fl·~
~ri..I'IC'f'C".t chr~ "'"i' rdi...Ttothnl1b)· tho.· n.a.~-s u....-c: t.~.
I t;Clt oem, 1!1 monthc a1 the 5oe:hvolln t.ht.• ~\.._.,. (. ~IJ.,...,ir.t. a.~ :he ~'C. a."\d

\\.··11 \\),_.,,1J.... ,;,lnr l• £l.:.;,. .J ..'to

t:ol;•.-fro:~o· &.l.ro. ~ ·!: :a •m,l:.nJ::-.:h· ~.J
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,.·."~:. •... ' ,.[ • ! ,i( ~~ .\ l ..i \\' 1 r.
l .. y-.,.11,. 1~ I ..~~. I • ·(t:.:L·1·t,·;~:
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• ol .•

r..:J.,r.... :,:;.,.,,

ft.."'\a lnck-d lorcltT.x-ntarys..'ho ...t. Dk-: il.tid t b 'fA nk of j.<mt· o!t.'k:n. 'Tlw' Cui
RCLw Ma:ltn Li•e: i• t4t 91)· i:slfl ~: 11f"'1u: •·c <.:~·-' a1 L.'k· f'!'t"Jot.i,._.t!W. o!
•t.a1 ~to tboscchildrrn.
Oor 6nal rw:u: ~ JlOI'}' ch."'mick-s a pe1'k.d E:t tk - til\' ti."nl. ;Jet be'.cn
dWdrt"D lonnaD)· tntt:t thr "'' r.d- roa.rtl)· cr,..·m-d i.1 a ..........'JioliJO'f Titi.o f" n...d.
•'bt1:1 1M childrt:n an-s.h.lpt.-d md nx:okb.od in tht mo...t: tkfTk1l'-ll • -a:·.... i~ ~n-.:.a!tv
thtir turutt. But tht· ,..,,'f:ts~·c...:n"bt>d tk-rc s-"n•quto.1.l!>.,..Jl.!n•,c.: ,r' .. .-'Jo.·
funhtnniX\".b...CJ*thcdWJn:r. "'•n"l!o•rlAlllJ.: at t.!JO link. d,.•, n..o·• n,.,., mto. r
iL'l10fl oont o! il1h:y l-~l'fun.:·•::•"~'~ !.."" ""'""n'"" th-'l' u.... .! '" ,.:...~ . ll .. ,...;~~··11'"1"
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So moa.::a-. nu, i- ~t:l t.~"i:' S~t1f1"1l"!......: .ot.~. n·:rli,,,J c-.•:uG.Jr~ ~.. f..r,
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Clk-:i..· I>k.-.z.. l t-1;6'l har,..i."l.l.: ou: • i:h dl<' s;urknb ~..! Lhw I~O:...il\1" \\i:

~-l;t'dooth.:sa:or")' "nhtht-p:"mt.~uitho.· J.r.., .lr..Jvf and l tru:.<tl:.:\:!l
Coop..~"~~ "'tu.:h CM'n.o<t"S the- k:hv.t \\1.._-:J ...". f1.un;'\
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~fJI"1 •non'~. ~" lor·•Jk~ 1'\n-~n ...~ t.ln.
,.,J.i,.~o:.. ~·. ...Jp .... '(1\bt. tJ..<!,"t;j'"• "t:
Ul;.! il•.,j,lo· l" r"<< If

,...... ~-scJ~""'' tom r••:,!'lu~ !.h.tt er,~

(\4~"' 1JiALe,...U....Ta1 LIItUJ • !Iin,j;uitht,o

r .........m i-(~ :-.d..

~·tll• iltll)·. l)lro tlil•·ly~u.J, ...;:Itl!i..

j.!,tlllo. :H: tJ .. ..:J],(""-J,.',<- ~hi\\,L"I~o(

h:n:l on hi< h- :.1 Lut ~~ rv.tJw•l! \\1 .. n
lltt')" ~tin ari.'"l.·~ · t.il~ti~ ~""-''"

rt. • .,.

IVIljoinlhtm f-:V~ 'f') momin~:. IK"l-41 ..
b.~ .f"! · tJ~o,n. and ) 'oi Ill r''U\.bu.. +'11 vi

l":uul.,r.. J~,, U";l1l Gu.'\~"1111)

~l+ lt't· th!l.."'Oin}lofll..'f'l.... . tht.lo·:to.·l~l'
"''UfT)'Oib.out ~b.nTruunt,:

f\\oo\·.. ...~: ~l.lli""""bt"niu ttlk."flliO·

~ :.sMrs. Crow reaches over to tickte her. As her mothet struggles with
~leukemia, Man..s mood goes up and down. Some days, she comes to
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TIME TO PRAY: Though the teachers are respectful of the cultural and religious heritage of their students'
families. they arc also m indful of the fact that the school is run by a Methodist organization and is on the
grounds of a ME:thodist church. So every m orning. they lead the children in a blessing before a snack.
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RAISE YOUR HANDS: Pcg!JY Chl~pows~i. better lr:no...m as Mrs. Chip, leads her class durmg circle time a1 the Southeast Asian Preschool in St. Petersburg. Every t'nOfning. Mrs. Chip and her students sing
sonns. jump up and down and immerse themselves in th~ language and culture of America.
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Vlir41: ()\\.'t the !'itu:l1:irJI'I in ho.T mind,
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.\Irs. A:trit•finds .\lari"s fatha sitting outJide the
house, u.•ith the familfs bdongings and fe-J.· pieces
offumitw;· scattered about him on mats. ··1 u.•ant
to mo••e," he SGJS. "This house i.s no good."
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MEMORIES: Among M1. Truong·s possessions io lhis photograph of Soi
Ueu with Mari. taken in 1 Thai refugee ump after Mari's btnh in 1990.
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5-:!:lt cr! thm 1."t btr..:r• .
tJ
~ mri: rucht-:-os &..:.'1. o:hm •'U\
!:fi.;. 6ti:' facts fLed •i:h d:'e&.d.
\'Msa Pt--""it. • flo k oolw:~ tr> htb
:.i.e tac~. tJtS out to L~ buf ~.:~6...,;!

~

s.'ltt: c!.-.;dCI\·erhtr. Ht !-~:
t::~ W s..~~t. ,-a.if:s J-.~· fer a fe"''lo·
:n(:t:~.l.$. L':en £ >ei b:t:k ui) ar.:l s:."'il~t:

or.ct mc:re.

t=! 1t

~f1:i.. "'""t.a.~ .anev.· d.""tUp:c,ideC r ;.-

~.~~- Petit. le.:t"m;.t."'..iot-s h:..-n a.....U."': ~,d
~-!i.~~

Gl:i."'.i' a: :he 'oOCy, she h '\<!~ htr
f;;tht-~·s ~d 5ht tu.il~ u hi.'":'\ 1.1!! a..~
•·~~ sht "'$ ITIC'tt hr. mo:..":e~ it,-aln.
\\1'1\r. ' 'iii sntbt cor:-.ir.t bold:'
\t:. TNOflt: looks a: his daue~:er a."':d
t:'W'S l.L\tx;o:.U_ He :.tDs Mr. I!- ~e:1:.1· ~

•y.;; ....t,\· ::ot c~ol!~"t:1 a.-r Lw. TI:t b·JS c.,.:,.

,.t:. a d ct ,.,.,m.\."! •"!'lo ha,1. d.'ilot:t tx tM
;:~er-.:~"··1 fer s.e·•~:'ll ~·ta.""So, tt'Js ~~ tlat
r:.:.'\-:y ·:.~ l":e r..Jr!tn:• ~, t.1 s"b and
~~lk-e their hods when she poJU~ up to
t\fir s:.:~::" 5wd.1i ....~til thei; ~then..
~:~: rtf'J~ at fi.'1t to b)l.o-.,1 1M his.
1: •~:-l: v.-:ne time. tht d.~"tr sa!d. to
i

~;~~ ~;~L~;~~!~\\i·~~~:~·

,..._..

~o.:l. L'"xsllt ..':!.no:stthe:'rr..;; ~

~:~~~~~t~~ ~~~:;~!i;st

~;;;~~~~:t~~~~~~~~
h!.7.:\few.·mi:nu:-esb.ttr.l!f.tr!~
~e-':'!·:OO.'t'C h:.'TI astd rffi~Jlle~
~..:~.-:;~ !)?:; jumped up aeain,
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';.t! W.:k:..;,

~~L;~~~:d~•~;::~~o

1.~ hvu~ot iltll! b~$

~!J.•i's f:l:.i cr si:i.-:;- c~:a.ik ..~:."! tht fa.':lL~/~ ·)t:..:r..,:~....., a."'c! it"' pif\.'t'l c!foJ..oj.
n;:t ~-::e:-td a~u:
oo :n.l:k
:--.:.."'S F'e::-:~ii;J ..~yt.Yl:bel.."lf',.-~

;\)U.":~,.

t-.Xl

~ l':lt ouC ht Wlouttd.
~:rd.')· tht cr.....- on!<TK L'>< bor
tc rttu.~ to lis ttl: ~a~· the~·
i,pcnd hd' r II"~.' bt com;.t>td
When '-!n. Ptt:ie ~s bxk i:r.u >he

bf..1; :htel ir.W~t:

~: t!;. :h\: "''11: ~
~:: lr-.:t;:'f'.. tcls her.

•'W"!':\·?·

·j

•.r.:

t\1

m.::·.-e. 'Jlojs hero~~ is t'
·1

He hls f:u.1C a r.t.,.,·hro!ot t.1 rt:::. ~.J:
t:!ay. tl-.to:• C:.:Jh p.a.;l=n. '-b.; a.r.d t.~~ c'.ht~ sa.y •,:,;X~·t :.:~ t.~L· ole homf.

HANGING ON: After her mother dies In August 1994, Mari Truong returns for me ne-...,· year at the preschool. The
wortd goes on around her, but her life has changed.

on tht doon acd dema.'lrlil'.r

'Jw the d.-t.w open them.

l.~~ c<U: ~:: ::-~ b<a.n.

, :.-. . c ·

ht'r rw:e. t.".i!
They •-e~ or;

:.rt ~tm.:atr nc-r. ~~fni down J.2i5
3---:.~:.~ :n t!lt thicl< ol morni."IJ; tra!Dc.

~:C\! dJ"."S i.a't!", a.':~ tilt c:--er."..l:O:-t
l:l..! J :r..C.:t.:r.Jl Suddhm cere.,tvr.y. ~L~
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but o~i~ ~·ltt thE~ p-..cr i: 3.!l ou·. 1 h~ !:l~!-!c ti~ cl.lwoom ;1..1:1 ho-J.i' ht'f
~.t; Truon• ·o~.-.::!Jti htr , ,_ "''Crr'tt<!
To tht childrtn. this i~ a ~:r.l.."lgt r.!'Vo'
He dc.t-!-n'l ur.~m:a:vl i:. ht s.,r:·s 5ht·s
~~. "'i ti a ne-.·J.r..~t a.r.d r.t""'
~ s.o ta..,~r !I)~ htr fnt'n:s.
~a~ l\lo':.t•: t-om tht honlt'f ±t"
bo,.: \\'hr shoukb't they en:?
·
"'9:ttn t">-er::n:.r~,_. sht ...:L-:: w
i:nal;: Mrs. Crov• dt\,;1ts :r_. t:!o s.:.:n~
C,ji..tl·j. S.:~t:-ol B..it)Q:: . "
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SHARING: MIS. St Clair. who wit.'1
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COlUMr~S

local hero invests in young lives
Pinellas schools remained remark<tbly calm during the aftennath of the
1996 race riots in south St. Petersburg.
Fc-\': pt·ople are aware of this fact, but
our ~ch ools remained calm mainly becau~e of the work of Roy Kaplan, executin~ director of the Tampa Bay office of
lhl' :'\ational Conferl'ncc fo r Community
:11Hi justice.
I l ou r~ after the Yiole nce su bsicled, as
adu lts engaged in hateful rhetori c and
fingl'r·point ing. select stude nts at all of
the high schools organized peace rallies
;tt area parks. 1l1e ::.tudents, members of
sc hool mu ltkultu ral co mmittees th at
1'.\Tt' l',.;tabli::.hul by Kaplan's organ ization. abo ~piHbOITd ope n-mike forums
and other assemblil· ~ to k t the ir
scltolllmates :;hart•
their t'uiiCt'ril:-.
For these dfort s
and others. Kaplan.
;:i I. tra\·cled to the
nat ion's capital to
recei\'e tocla\' the
fir~t-t'\·er G.S. Depai1men t of Education's Local Heroes Roy Kaplan
.-\\\·ard. Education will receive a
Sccr<.'tan · Richard federal Local
Riley wiil present
the a,,·ard during a Heroes Aw ard.
CCITn10n\' at the depai1111eni's headquarters.
!\aplan is among l 0 educators chosen nationwide from 40 nominees for
this new recognit ion. "1l1ere are so
many good things going on in local
education around the country right now,
11·e created this award to honor Dr.
Kaplan and othc·rs whose sc·n·ice is
making a difference to our kids and ou r
schools." said \\"ill Tanner of the depat1mem's office of intergo,·ernmental and
interagency affairs.

BILL MAXW ELL
COLUMNIST

"1l1is award is an incentive and an
acknowledgement that the things we
are doi ng in the area of schools arc
being recogn ized,'' Kaplan said. ''It reinforces the impact and rclc,·ancc of our
yout h programs to reduce racism. bigot·
ry and bias."
Kaplan has been recognizl'd before
as a national resource on issues addressing racism. bigotry and bias in
educati on. t\l ost rece nth·. Preside nt
Clinton made him a consuitant to White
House staff members and to th e presiden t's Race Relati ons Initiat ive: One
America.
In 1991. Kaplan, with a team of volun teers. the s upport of th e Pinellas
School District and a grant from the
lu \'enile Welfare Board, started a program to estabhsh multJcultural comm ittees. comprised of student s, teachers.
principals, other administrators and parents. on all elementary, middle and high
school campuses.
"\\·e piloted this whole thing to create opportunity to empower children
and youth so that they can feel like
they're fu ll partners in our community in
improving the educational process and
also the quality of life for e\'erybody."
Kaplan said. 'The kids de,·elop projects
for the whole school to improve understanding. to help kids learn to live together in peace and harmony, to value

diversity and differences. During the
disturbances two years ago in St. Petersburg. you didn't hear of problems in th e
schools because our multicultural commi ttees were working."
Kaplan's philosophy transcend:; th e
academic: ''We can work as hard as we
can as teachers and educators to trY and
teach kids how to read and write. i3ut if
kids don't feel good about themselves or
about their teachers and one another,
then we're wasting our time. I personally feel that we have to put more emphasis on helping young children and our
teenagers feel good about themselves
and become good people. I think the
rest will follow."
Kaplan believes that the ,,·ork of the
:'\ati onal Co nfe rence for Communitv
and Justice is broadly bcncli~.:ial. poiniing to a recent evaluation of the· multicultural committees by the Cni1wsity of
South Florida's Department of Psychology. Researchers report that 97 percent
of the students interviewed said that
th ei r lives h ad been perma ne ntl y
changed. Principals and parents ag ree.
In addition to training students. the
:-\ational Co nfe re nce, wi th the ass istance of Sheila Keller, head of the Pinellas multicultural program, conducts diversity sessions with all of the school
distJ·ict's teachers, bus driYers, cafeteria
workers and administrators.
But the focus is on children. '·Our
work is an ongoing process," Kaplan
said. ''It's a multifaceted approach to
improve interpersonal relationships and
de\'elop a spirit of community. It's beginning to pay di1·idends. You can sec that
it has transformed some schools. \\-e're
tapping the students' enthusiasm and
exube rance. T hey're de monst rating
that they can contribute to society and
change some of the negative images
that ad ults have of kids. "
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Pinellas school survey
finds less drug use
By MIKE BRASSFIELD
Tjnl_l!_s_S~alf

Writer

ST I'ETERSBUI\G - Pinellas County students arc doing
fewe r drugs and less binge
drink ing and dnmken driving
than they were two years ago.
accord ing to a report to be
released today.
But in some cases thcv're
still abusing more ::::u b:: : tarices
than they were four years ago.
:\I ore than 24.500 students in
Pinellas public schools were
surn•,·ed in ~Ia\·. One surYe1·
"·as for fiith- and- sixth-graders.
another was for eighth-. l Othand l ~th-grad ers.
Students were asked what
substance:::. the\· had used in
the past month- and what substances they had tried during
their liietimes.
1l1e results offer mixed signals. according to the report.
1l1e use of alcohol. tobacco
or marijuana was unchanged or
even slightly up among seniors

compared to two years ago. But
during that same time. the use
of th ose substance s has
dropped among l Oth- and
e igh th-graders. offering th e
hope of less drug abuse among
future seniors.
"Although the rates of reported substance abuse continue to increase as students enter
their se ni or yea r of hig h
school. the rat e of increase appears to be slowing down," the
report says.
1l1e report suggests educators and su bstance-abu:::.e "·orkers continue to focu s at1enti on
on students during the all-important tran sition period between eighth and l Oth grades.
Combining all fi\·e grades
surwyed. the report tallied up
how many students reported
abu sing which substances in
the past month: alcohol. 29 percent: tobacco. 20 pe rcent; marijuana. 12 percent: and inhalants. 7 percent.

Other drugs ,,.l'r\' kss prl·,-;,.
lent: amphetami nes. :i.G pctn' nt:
ba rbit uratl's. 2.8 percent: LSD. :!.~ l
pcTcent: other psychedelics. :!.8
PLTc~· nt: cocaine. 1.7 pcrcl'nt: and
herotn. 1.1 percen t.
.. The surn.•y ,,·a s co ndu cted
JO ttllly by the Pin ellas Courtt\·
School Board. the countr's ltl\·cnile \\"f'lfare Buard and Opci:';iilon
P.-\R. Rl'pre sen tatives of th ose
agencies ,,·ill rPview the fi ndings
during a workshop this morni ng.
Other findings:
B .-\mong seniors. 3~ . !1 pe- rcent repo rt l'd dri\·in g drunk at
least om·e. compa red to -l~ .G percent of se niors surveyed n\·o years
ago.
II .-\bout 27 percent of eighth-.
I Oth- and 12th-graders reporicd
binge drinking . or drink ing at
le-ast fiw· alcoholic dri nks in a ro,,-,
at le-a -t once in the past two
II'L'C'ks.
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• News from Hillsborough, Pasco, Pinellas and Polk

Survey: ·Student drug use declines
PINELLAS PARK- Students say
they are abusing chemicals at
lower rates than in previous
years, according to a new report.
By KATHLEEN BEEMAN
of The Tampa Tribune

c

c

A new survey has found that Pinellas County students are using
less alcohol. tobacco and drugs
than in 1996.
1l1e anonymous survey by the
Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas
'c ounty of 24.612 students found a
drop in all substance abuse among
ftfth-, eighth- and l Oth-graders.
Students in those grades also
reported a drop in binge drinking,
driving under the influence of alcohol and riding in a vehicle with a
driver who is under the influence.
About 65 percent of students in
grades five, si.x, eight, 10 and 12
responded to the surYey. Researchers discarded 7.1 percent of the
responses because they were incomplete, inconsistent or clearly
exaggerated.
'This is the first optimistic report since 1992," said an elated
Linda Jones. supervisor of drug
pre\'ention in Pinellas schools.
"We believe the trends are
really sho\\>ing some progress."
She attributed the drop in substance abuse to the school district's "zero tolerance" policy for
drugs and alcohol and to coordinated efforts among school, law enforcement and social service workers.

However. not all the news was
good.
1l1e survey found slight increases among si>..ih- and
12th-graders in the use of tobacco
and inhalants and a 2.2 percent increase since 1996 in alcohol use by
si>..ih·graders.
Jones said the increase among
sixth-graders indicates a stronger
preventive education effort is
needed to help students build selfesteem, especially during transitional school years. such as students mo\~ng into middle or high
school.
''We know those kids that are
using drugs cannot achieve at their
highest level," sh e said. "And we
know that youth that have goals
set ... are far less likely to get in\'Oived in risk-y behavior."
A breakdown of the responses
found that white males were most
likely to abuse drugs, alcohol and
tobacco, while nonwhite females
were the least likely.
The data also sh ow the rate of
substance abuse among students is
about the same in north, middle
and south county areas.
Three school board members
who attended the Juvenile Welfare
Board presentation - Susan
Latvala, Jane Gallucci and Linda
Lerner - said that they were encouraged by the report and that
they believe the district's zero tolerance policy has helped make a
difference.

Jones said the goal is to eliminate all substance abuse:
"Zero tolerance is in our
schools. It needs to be in our
homes. And it needs to be in our
community."
.,.. Staff writer Kathleen Beeman
covers education In Pinellas County.
She can be reached at (727)
823·7732.
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An Equal Opportunity Employer

From:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members
~
James E. Mills, ACSW, Executive Directo

Date:

January 14, 1999

Re:

News Articles on Privatization

To:

Attached are two recent newspaper articles on privatization,
which might be of interest to you. We will provide you with copies
of any future stories as well.

c

MYRTLE SMITH-CARROLL, Chair

JAMES E. MILLS, ACSW, Executive Director

LOCAL NEWS
Sheriffs: More funds needed to·protect kids
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• Pinellas and Pasco sheriffs
officials say a pilot project that
makes them responsible for
child abuse investigations
cannot work unless the state
provides more money:
By CURTIS KRUEGER
Tlmoo&toi!Wrtt.r

The sheriffs of Pinellas 'and Pasco
counties are getting ready to take over
child abuse investigations now handled by
the state, but along the way they've made a
discovery: It's a huge job without enough
money.
Pasco Sheriff Lee Cannon this month
sent a l~tter to state officials saying, "If my
request for transitional funds; as submit·
ted, is not approved, I will have no alternative but to witl)draw from the pilot project."
- - _._1_

Pinellas sheriffs officials say they need
as much as $500,000 to take over the
abuse investigations, and other costs are
likely in the future. Sheriffs Capt Rod
Steckel said he did not see how the department could proceed without more money
from the state.
This leaves law enforcement making
an argument similar to what state social
workers have been saying for years: that
Florida needs extra dollars to better protect its endangered children.
Sen. Ginny Brown-Waite, R-Brooksville, said she will work to find a "realistic"
amount of money for tile sheriffs and said
she expects her colleagues in Tallahassee
to be sympathetic.
'This is a project near and dear to Jeb
Bush's heart," said Brown-Waite, a sponsor of the legislation that is prompting the
transition. ·
The state Legislature's decision this
year to transfer child protection services

from state social workers to sheriffs officials stems from years of frustrations on
the lawmakers' part. They have been upset at continuing evidence of the failings of
the system, which is designed to monitor
families with children at risk of abuse and
neglect and to protect the children. The
problems carne sharply into focus last year
after a series of gruesome child deaths
that critics said the state should have been
able to prevent The new law was passed
over the strong objection of Pinellas legislators, but other lawmakers hope to
spread it statewide if this experiment
proves successful.
But social service advocates have said
problems are unavoidable in a system
where workers ~uffer under huge caseloads and receive little pay and few incen·
tives to remain on the job:
Steckel said the Pinellas Sheriffs Of·
lice needs money to take over the job for
several reasons. It needs to conduct exten·
sive screenings - including polygraphs

and background checks - of all investigators it hires, including those already working for the state.
He also wants the sheriffs management team to spend six or nine months
with the current Department of Children
and Families supervisors to fully learn the
job. He praised the department's prelimi·
nary work to help g~t his staff up to speed.
Steckel said other costs could increase
in the long run. He plans to recommend to
Sheriff Everett Rice that Pinellas child
protection investigators be placed in the
sheriffs overall pay plan, which will provide them greater· raises over time than
the state would pay. And he said he wants
to make sure funding is adequate so his
department won't have to rely on unfilled
vacancies to pay for staff over,time and
other costs. ·
He said he would tell Rice, "If you don't
make changes in the system, then you
don't want it"

Pay now for child protection

1

I

< The sheriffs of Pinellas and Pasco counties
the increasing number of heartbreaking child
are facing an underfunded mandate as they
deaths prompted the Legislature to shift retake over responsibility from the state for
sponsibility for monitoring child safety to local
child-abuse investigations. As usual, the Flori- agencies.
da Legi~lature !s q~ick to. mandate but slow to
Sen. Ginny Brown-Waite, R-Brooksville, is
~ppropnate; ~t 1s d1stressmg to see ~ sh?rtfall
one of the sponsors of the legislation
1~ such a cntical area and at ~e begm~mg of
ll!andating the change. She said she expected
the Legislature to be willing to pay for
,
an effort to better protect children at nsk of
abuse.
increases in costs. Those outlined by Pinellas
Pasco Sheriff Lee Cannon told state offiofficials include training and extensive
1
cials that he will have to withdraw from the pi- background checks of new investigators. The
lot program if his request for transitional mon· condition on Brown-Waite's statement is that
ey is not approved. The Pinellas County Sher- the state will pay extra when it is confident a
better child protection system is in place.
iffs Office needs at least $500,000, and
officials there ~Y the.y don't know how they
That is backward thinking. How can local
qm proceed w1thout 1t.
·
agencies take on this serious job without
Their protests have a familiar ring. They
enough money at the start and at the same
echo what state social workers have been say- time produce an improved system? Lawmakers must face up to the fact that protecting
ing for years: The job of monitoring children
at risk of child abuse is an enormous one, and children at risk of abuse is too often a
there is not enough money allocated for it.
life-and-death matter. The least they can do is
Child abuse is a horror story in Florida, and
provide adequate funding .
... Q '\(\lj~
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Brown-Waite said she believes the
Legislature would be willing to pay for
such increases, once it is confident that
Florida has a better. child protection system in place.
The Department of Children and Families has found $150,489 for Pinellas and
$56,511 for Pasco to help with the transi·
tion - money that carne from recent staff
turnover. The Pinellas Sheriffs Office has"
signed a preliminary contract with the
department that will allow it to use the
money, but offiCials say they need more. :
Pasco Sheriff Cannon said in his Dec. 8'
letter that the $56,511 is not enough ei-·
ther. He said a total of$204,488 "is reason-:
able, and necessary."
·
Sheriffs deputies already investigate:
abuse cases that are severe enough to:
prosecute as crimes, but this project:
would greatly expand their responsibili-·
ties.
.
:
- r ..... IAif wrillt Curtlt ~<~ueger .., be ........,:
.t luueger@oplimeocom or (727) 113-1232.
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· Child protection needs • new approach
The editorial of]an. 6, titled Pay "ow for child
protectio,., contained a statement I made·which was·
taken out of context That statement refers to my _
prediction that the Legislature would be willing to
pay for increased costs for child protection.
When questioned by the reporter, I specifically
outlined that I would fight for "start-up" funding
during the 1999 session. I also stated that I felt
confident that if, in the future, the cost of protecting
children under a well-run privatized model was more
I believed the Legislature would fund such a system.
That is why I also stated that once the Legislature

f

- ~~n

and taxpayers are confident that children are being ·n 'l '
better protected, increased funding will be ~rovided. "i:
Any ''backward thinking," as referred to in the ·1, ~ '
editorial, would be on the part of those who wanted tq, j:
stick their heads in the sand and just throw more
,,;•
money at the old state-run system- which was not ,' · _;
working. Instead, the Legislature sought an
I,'':
innovative solution that involves community support'.'~'::
and will better protect children. Ifyou remember, in 11 : ~
1997, we increased funding for case workers because: .'··
we heard they were overloaded with work. In spite of" .,
increased funding in many districts, the department~,, i;
came before the 1998 Legislature stating that only .·,:
half of the new positions were filled. Does that sound,, ::
' like a system that is working well and is aggressively .;;.1
interested in solving the problem?
_ ,
,';/
1
Insanity is doing the same thing over and over
~
again and expecting different results. Different
results are not going to happen. Last session, I
convinced my fellow legislators that the only way we
are going to protect children at risk is to design a
system that will be accountable to the citizens and do
1 a superb job. Now we need to give that system a
chance to work. ·· · :~
Sen. Ginny Brown-Waite, Dlstrtct 10, T•ll•,_.·; ~
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To:
From:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

V'

James E. Mi~:,&CSW, Executive DirectQ(.\
Kathy Helm~ristin ScheurerQ?
\ v

Date:

January 14, 1999

Re:

JWB-TV

In November of last year, JWB-TV featured a story about a
volunteer at Foundation Village Neighborhood Family Center,
who is giving back to her community in return for the community
helping her through a rough period in her life. Sarah King, a
South Greenwood resident, is recognized as a role model for her
volunteer efforts. She also is credited with having a good deal of
stamina, as she boards a bus at 5:30 a.m. to get to her job at the
Hilton Clearwater Beach Resort, a trip requiring transfer to a
second bus as well. It was during one of her bus waits that Sarah
was attacked, resulting not only in the theft of $30, but physical
injury, including the loss of three teeth.
A Largo dentist and his wife happened to be watching JWB-TV
and learned of Sarah's plight. Dr. Gus Soldatos' wife, Debbie,
contacted show producer, Kristin Scheurer. "Dr. Gus", as his
patients refer to him, offered to repair and restore Sarah's
damaged teeth at no charge, work normally costing $1,500.
We are pleased to have played a part in connecting Sarah King
and Dr. Soldatos via JWB-TV, and wanted to share this good
news story with you.

c
MYRTLE SMITH-CARROLL, Chair

JAMES E. MILLS, ACSW, Executive Director
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December 11 , 1998

H. Roy Kaplan, Ph.D.
Executive Director
National Conference for Community and Justice
Tampa Bay Region
3825 Henderson Blvd., Suite 300
Tampa, FL 33629
Dear Roy:

c

At the December 10 meeting of the Juvenile Welfare Board's Board of Directors,
there was unanimous and enthusiastic agreement that our Board send you a
letter of congratulations and commendation on being the recipient of the U.S. ·
Department of Education's Local Heroes Award.
Board members spoke
glowingly of the positive impact your efforts have had in our community in helping
to make the difference in the lives of our youth.
We are delighted that we have been able to be a small part of your successful
endeavors and look forward to continuing our cooperative efforts.
Sincerely,

~rv~A~~ -~.~ 1 {-.-...~
Myrtle Smith-Carroll
Chairperson
MSC/tmg
cc:

Members, Board of Directors

FRANK B. DIAMOND , JR., M .D .• Chair

JAMES E. MILLS, ACSW, Executive Director

